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Abstract

Vibrations in braking systems have been studied since the beginning of the last

century and despite several insights, still many phenomena, particularly in the area

of friction induced vibrations, are not fully understood. The objective of the actual

study was the identification of the complex dynamics in the friction interface of a

dry friction brake system. In this context, particular consideration was given to the

generation of instabilities and brake squeal.

In work presently being undertaken, irregular vibration data of a dry friction brake

in non-squealing condition were collected with sampling rates above 200 kHz. The

resulting time series were subjected to linear, nonlinear and statistical analyses and

in particular with regard to the involved multi-scale dynamics. At first, topological

examination of the friction surfaces disclosed the microscale characteristics; visual

inspections of the coating, generated on the brake disk insights in to the friction

interface transformations. Secondly, linear investigations of the vibration data in the

frequency domain provided first impressions of the friction interface: while the spec-

tral frequency distribution remains mostly independent from mechanic parameters,

it is essentially controlled by the pad formulation and physical and chemical inter-

face transformations during the experiment. Thirdly, the data were explored on the

basis of recurrence analysis and together with the estimation of dimensionality the

phase space was reconstructed. Evidently, the irregular vibration states of friction

brakes in non-squealing condition are strongly controlled both by apparently steady

and disruptive phenomena (intermittency). The duration between the states was

typically in the range of milliseconds. Phase space reconstruction and largest Lya-

punov coefficient estimation indicated thereby that these phenomena are dominated

more by low-dimensional chaotic deterministic dynamics than by high-dimensional

stochastic processes. In the following, characteristic measures of the recurrence quan-

tification analysis have been extracted which disclosed an interrelation with the noise

propensity of the overall brake system.

Finally, statistical studies of the distribution of vibration increments on the basis of

probability density functions concluded the evaluation of the experiments. The dis-

tribution analyses disclosed the non-Gaussian characteristic of the vibration signals

under steady sliding whereby the deviation from the normal distribution depends on

the corresponding scale. Furthermore, the vibration during sliding in non-squealing

condition is effectively generated by dynamics on different scales. And beyond that,

the difference between the measured and the Gaussian distribution suggests a corre-

lation between the squeal propensity and the deviation under consideration.
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Kurzfassung

Vibrationen in Bremssystemen sind seit Anfang des letzten Jahrhunderts untersucht

worden und obwohl zahlreiche Erkenntnisse über die mechanischen Zusammenhänge

gewonnen wurden, sind die auftretenden Phänomene, insbesondere im Bereich der

reibungsinduzierten Schwingungen, nicht vollständig erklärbar.

In der vorliegenden Forschungsarbeit wurde die komplexe Mechanik der Reibschicht

einer trockenen Reibungsbremse untersucht. In besonderem Fokus stand hierbei

das Entstehen von Instabilitäten bzw. Bremsenquietschen. Hierfür wurden Vibra-

tionsmessungen an einem Bremssystem in stabil-gleitendem Zustand durchgeführt.

Um die mechanischen Vorgänge in der Reibschicht im Mikrometerbereich zu identi-

fizieren, wurden die Daten mit Erfassungsraten oberhalb von 200 kHz aufgezeichnet.

Die gewonnen Zeitreihen wurden nachfolgend mit linearen, nichtlinearen und statis-

tischen Methoden analysiert - mit besonderem Hinblick auf die beteiligten Multi-

skalen. Zunächst wurden die Topologie der beteiligten Reibungsoberflächen und die

Filmauftragung auf der Bremsscheibenoberfläche analysiert. Dadurch ließen sich

die beteiligten Skalen und Transformationen der Reibungsschicht für nachfolgende

Analysen bestimmen. Spektralanalysen der Vibrationen ließen erkennen, daß die

sich ausbildenden spektralen Muster weniger von den Bremsparametern als vielmehr

vom Bremsbelagmaterial und der physikalischen und chemischen Transformation der

Reibschicht während des Experiments abhängen.

Die nichtlinearen Phänomene wurden anhand von Rekurrenzanalysen betrachtet,

wobei sich zeigte, daß die Grenzschichtmechanik in nicht-quietschendem Zustand

überwiegend von gleichmäßigem Gleiten und abrupten Störungen beherrscht wird

(Intermittenz). Die Dauer der Phasen zwischen den Irregularitäten lag hierbei typ-

ischerweise im Millisekundenbereich. Diese Phänomene ließen sich anhand einer

Phasenraumrekonstruktion und einer Abschätzung des größten Lyapunov-Koeffizienten

einordnen: die auftretenden Phänomene werden hauptsächlich von niedrigdimension-

aler, chaotisch-deterministischer Dynamik, hingegen nur in unerheblichem Maß von

hochdimensionalen, stochastischen Prozessen dominiert.

Darüberhinaus wurden im Folgenden charakteristische Maßzahlen anhand einer Re-

kurrenzquantifizierungsanalyse bestimmt und es wurde untersucht, inwieweit ein

Zusammenhang dieser mit der Geräuschneigung des Gesamtsystems besteht. Hierbei

wurde gezeigt, daß entsprechende Maßzahlen der Rekurrenzquantifizierungsanalyse

dazu geeignet sind, die Wahrscheinlichkeit des Bremssystems, Bremsenquietschen zu

generieren, zu beschreiben.

Nicht zuletzt um eine umfassendere, aus den Experimenten gewonnene Datenbasis

zugrunde legen zu können, wurden zusätzlich stochastische Methoden angewendet:



eine Inkrementanalyse zeigte hierbei, daß die Beschleunigungsinkremente der Vi-

brationszeitreihen während des stabilen Gleitens nicht normalverteilt sind und daß

die Abweichung zwischen der Verteilung der experimentellen Daten und einer Nor-

malverteilung von den zugehörigen Skalen abhängt. Die Schwingungen im nicht-

quietschenden Zustand entstehen hiernach durch Dynamiken auf weit gefächerten

Skalen. Eine eingeführte Maßzahl, die die Abweichung zur Normalverteilung charak-

terisiert, ermöglichte die Beschreibung der Wahrscheinlichkeit des Systems, instabil

zu werden, bzw. die Neigung des Systems, Bremsenquietschen zu emittieren.

Schlagwörter: Reibkontakt, Reibungsbremse, Reibungsinduzierte Schwingungen, Chao-

tische Dynamik, Nichtlineare Zeitreihenanalyse, Bremsgeräusche, Wahrscheinlichkeits-

dichteverteilung, Intermittenz
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Brakes are one of the most important parts in vehicles regarding safety and perfor-

mance. From the time of their first industrial application in the nineteenth century,

automotive vehicle brakes underwent several stages of design and development from

simple block brakes to modern day high performance brakes. In the past century the

major focus had been on braking power and reliability. However the development

in recent decades has been driven more and more by comfort and economic aspects,

based on a significant increase of customer awareness referring to noise and com-

fort aspects in general. The presence of noise often leads to warranty claims from

customers, regardless of whether it is simply unwanted or unexpected, because unat-

tended noise often creates the assumption of a defective brake although the brake is

functional in all other aspects. Additionally, due to the dramatic change of the overall

vehicle acoustics, noise and vibrations have increasingly gained in importance. Even

before the turn of the millennium, the overall direct and indirect spend of the fric-

tion material industry had already exceeded 50 percent of the engineering budgets [1].

Brakes that squeal generally do not squeal with every brake application but rather

the occurrence of noise is commonly occasional and often appears to be random.

Evidently, a lot of different factors influence the vibrational behavior of a brake

system. Parameters that control the dynamics are located on different scales, both
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micro- and macroscopic length dimensions 1 are relevant, whereby especially the

dynamics on the microscopic level are still not well understood. Obviously, friction

in itself is a multiscale and multi-physics process by its very nature. Thereby, the

reasons are manifold: based on the complex friction process, forces are transmitted,

mechanical energy is transformed, surface topography is changed, interface material

and wear may be removed or partially fed in again and even physical and/or chemical

properties may change. The operational conditions, the properties of the surfaces and

the interfaces, their interaction, the environmental conditions and transformations

over time lead, in sum, to an unpredictable mechanical system with an erratic friction

behavior. Thus, the consequential integral friction coefficient is not an intrinsic

property of participating materials alone. Measurements and the identification of

the above described properties are complicated, because the contact area is mostly

inaccessible, or more precisely, it means that obtaining the characteristics of the

friction interface is impossible without significantly manipulating them at the same

time.

Even though disk brake vibration and generated brake squeal have been investigated

since the beginning of the twentieth century, it still remains a challenging problem.

Up to now, no valid universal theories or friction models that cover all or at least most

of the general phenomena of friction induced vibrations are available. Consequently,

there exists no simple or general concept of how to suppress or at least reduce brake

squeal.

Evidently, general findings in the area of sliding friction which allow to combine the

phenomena or, at a minimum, give a better understanding of the structural me-

chanics is still envisaged to be a long way ahead. Approaches which would supply

insights both on different scales and comprising physical and chemical aspects, would

significantly advance research and the brake industry.

1.2 State of the Art

Friction induced vibrations may appear whenever two objects are placed in contact

and are allowed to slide. Frictional contact and motion becomes important in diverse

1 In literature are found more denominations and differentiations, e.g. a mesoscale [65]. The classi-
fications is not always consistent. However, the microscale is commonly referred to small particles
of micrometer or even nanometer size in the friction interface, the mesoscale to compacted wear
in millimeter size and the macroscale to the brake components or the complete brake system in
dimensions of centimeters or even meters.
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systems and the involved phenomena span vast ranges of scales from the nanometer

contacts up to the geophysical scale observed in earth science. Thus, a plethora of

examples are found: in the field of large scale object characteristics such as earth-

quake excitation generated by friction in plate tectonics, narrow-banded noises when

railway vehicles run through tight curves, friction in bearings, clutches, fuel pumps,

drive trains, brakes and servo-assisted steering mechanism in the automotive domain,

human and artificial replacement joints, down to friction in microscales in molecular

physics and friction on the atomic scale, to name but a few.

Following their major impact, of both practical and technological importance, the

questions around friction have motivated progress over the centuries. Beginning

with historical figures by Leonardo da Vinci which brought friction into the domain

of physics, followed by the development of friction formulations known as Coulomb-

Amontons’ laws which have led towards a more microscopic understanding of these

laws by Bowden and Tabor [9] in the middle of the 20th century: the subject of brake

dynamics has generated a remarkable amount of appropriate literature and a high

number of new papers are still distributed every year. Consequently, appropriate

reviews and summaries of so far released papers have been frequently published, e.g.

[72] in 1997, [56] in 2002, [34] in 2003, [55] in 2005, to mention but a few.

The development of friction brakes with respect to acceptable noise and vibration

levels is of particular importance in vehicle design. Accordingly, the topic has been

studied intensely over the years and considerable understanding and knowledge has

been accumulated and documented. At present, the state of the art in this field

could be summarized by saying that in general the large-scale structural dynamics

of the phenomena under consideration, i.e brake squeal, creep-groan 2 , judder 3 , etc.,

seem to be understood in some degree on both a qualitative as well as a quantitative

basis [34, 10, 25]. In the area of self-excited brake squeal, a large number of theories

have been formulated to explain the underlying mechanisms. Numerous attempts

2 Creep groan noise in vehicles brakes is a low frequency vibration problem mainly in the range of
20Hz to 500Hz. It appears usually at extreme low speed, in particular when releasing the brake
on downhill stretches or in automatic transmission cars where there is both a transition from static
to dynamic condition. The noise causing vibration is a result of the friction force gradient between
sticking and sliding, generally known as stick-slip phenomena.

3 Severe vibrations of the brake system or often even the whole vehicle chassis and the steering wheel
are usually related to brake judder. Judder may be roughly divided into two groups: hot or thermal
and cold judder. Hot judder vibrations are the result of uneven thermal distributions on the disk, so
called hot spots, which lead to temporary deformations of the disk. Cold judder, on the other hand,
is a consequence of permanent deformations. It is normally related to uneven disk wear patterns
or disk thickness variation (DTV), attributed to roughness or waviness of the disk or a possible
run-out.
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have been undertaken to apply the presumptions to the dynamics of disk brakes and

many experiments have been completed to test them in detail, with varied apparent

success.

These studies and their corresponding results have in common that the scale at which

the mechanics are described, compared with the dimensions of the friction contact,

is relatively large. In comparison to the variety of these large-scale investigations,

the situation of research activities referring to smaller scales is different: studies with

respect to interface properties and dynamics which are related to small-scales 4 seem

to be just at the very beginning in friction brakes.

Nevertheless, even computer-based large-scale modeling and simulation of brake vi-

bration and noise is not yet considered to have reached predictive power in the sense

that the results would correspond reasonably to experimental testing. The reasons

for this lack of predictive capability seem to be manifold; at least three important

factors are: firstly, variability and uncertainty aspects concerning geometry, mate-

rial and manufacturing processes play an important role. Accordingly much work

in that direction is in progress [12]. Secondly, physical and chemical processes and

transformations of the friction partners, e.g. due to the impacting load and envi-

ronmental conditions, lead to mostly unknown material characteristics. Obviously,

in-situ measurements in the friction interface and the surfaces are almost impossible

and even a material characterization in laboratory conditions, even when neglecting

the characteristics of real and effective contact zone, lacks the availability of ap-

propriate measurement instruments. Hence, even the moduli of elasticity and the

damping characteristics of pad materials and participating contacts in actual oper-

ation conditions are not available for modeling. Thirdly, and as mentioned above,

an enormous lack of knowledge with respect to the small-scale properties and the

small-scale dynamics of the friction contact interface is to be observed. Although

it is strongly supposed as being highly relevant for the resulting large-scale friction

affected or friction induced dynamics [59, 7]. There are only few experimentally

validated measurements regarding the normal contact and its stiffness, while knowl-

edge with respect to normal contact damping, or even tangential or more generalized

contact properties do not seem to be available at all [3, 61, 32, 29].

Several models for examining squealing disk brakes have been postulated, however,

4 It has been shown that the friction interface structures are reaching down below the nanometer -
range. Hereby, the brake performance properties are supposed to be determined by the nano-
structures of the interface which are formed by the wear process [49].
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none of these have been prepared to attempt to include the dynamics and mechanics

for all scales mentioned above. The evolved models consequently have captured some

features of vibration excitation and at the same time have ignored many others. On

the other hand, experimental studies have been deficient more in general, caused

by the following restrictions below. Exemplarily, three experiment preparations on

different configuration levels are given:

• Pin-on-disk setups

So called pin-on-disk-testers are particular tribometers operating as instru-

ments that measure tribological quantities, such as coefficient of friction, fric-

tion force and friction wear. Furthermore, they are also applied to examine

vibrations and self-induced oscillations [64]. These setups are in general very

specific, i. e. basic friction phenomena may be considered with a minimum

of impact from unwanted parameters. In contrast, the dynamics are quite

far away from applications and various phenomena on different scales are ne-

glected.

• ‘Minimal’ or restricted experimental setups

Experimental setups with comparatively simple mechanical systems with less

degrees of freedom but comprising brake lining material close to commercial

applications. Omitting further mechanical parts helps to concentrate on the

friction singularities and to understand and focus on the underlying mechanics.

This more universal experimental approach is rather more capable of investi-

gating the phenomena in consideration than the brake system setups, but in

contrast, tends to have only limited applicability with its results to the appli-

cation and tends to oversimplify the complex mechanics.

• Brake application setups

Experimental setups with a mechanical structure which is close or equals a

commercially available brake system, typically with brake and axle compo-

nents of the application. Being close to the application with the advantage

that findings are directly implementable, but often results in the dilemma that

general conclusions dealing with friction phenomena itself are hard to derive

and their results only pertain to one setup configuration.
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1.3 Objectives

Regarding the progress that has been accomplished so far and based on the knowledge

gaps of the current state of research regarding friction brake dynamics and friction

induced vibrations (1.2), it consequently appears to be desirable to take further steps

towards more insight and a better understanding of the unsolved areas of friction

phenomena.

The current work is being aimed at new approaches for a better comprehension of

interface dynamics occurring on small length and short time scales, including their

relevance to the overall large scale mechanics. Though sub-scale effects on friction

induced vibration have been dealt with in the past, e.g. [4, 6, 2, 27, 28, 22], most of

the previous work has been theoretical or mainly based on computer modeling with

many restrictions mentioned in the previous section. Other studies in the field of

material science have focused on small scale friction mechanics without considering

the overall induced large scales [65].

Even if all chemical and physical processes taking place in the friction interface and

all other contacts with friction would be known and mathematically describable,

its evaluation seems rather impossible: an appropriate model ought to be arbitrary

fine discretized to incorporate details on smallest scales, and on the other side large

enough to cover large scale dynamics of the overall system. Additionally, due to the

high dimensional dynamics it would reach enormous sizes. Thus in sum, it would

obviously not be computable in the near future.

In contrast to existing theoretical approaches, the objective of the present work was

to describe characteristics of the experimental vibration data during non-squealing

steady sliding condition. Subsequently, conclusions drawn from the observations

were expected to allow estimations of the underlying dynamics. Additionally, the

seemingly randomly occurring instabilities 5 were supposed to be integrated into

the investigated mechanics. In summary, the present work has aimed for detailed

insights into dynamical interface processes taking place on small length and short

time scales, including the role they play in the overall dynamics, with respect to

induced large-scale vibrations.

5 Instabilities of brake systems are often equated with brake squeal, effectively unstable states may
lead to limit cycle trajectories of the brake system with high amplitudes, which then generates squeal
emission. However, Oberst and Lai [46, 47] have suggested that brake squeal may also appear in
the form of chaotic dynamics; this is discussed in more detail in chapter 5.
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Evidently, general findings in the area of sliding friction which combine to provide a

better understanding of the structural mechanics on different scales comprising phys-

ical and chemical aspects, will significantly advance research and brake technology.

The intention of this work has been to contribute to covering a distance on this path.
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Chapter 2

Methodology

In the past, brake systems have usually been investigated with respect to linear sta-

bility of the steady sliding state. Although recent research in this field has been able

to bring in considerable progress, the limitation of most approaches has been based

both on the restricted representation of high dimensional phenomena of the friction

interface 1 (see Figure 2.1) and the multi-scale characteristics which have conse-

quently led to incomplete description of the dynamics. Additionally, the mechanics

and chemical transformations of the friction interface are mostly unknown and have

therefore not been considered in most approaches. On the contrary, research, devel-

opment and application in the automotive industry often refer to the calculation of

complex eigenfrequency analysis based on finite element method (FEM) simulations.

The underlying models are regularly limited in terms of describing high dimensional-

ity, friction laws, small-scale effects and damping behavior. Nevertheless they remain

one of the most common methods even for developing applications with regard to

brake squeal generation. Due to limited resources concerning time and computa-

tion capacity, the usual procedure is to linearize around certain system states which

leads to the exclusion of nonlinearities of the friction mechanics. Furthermore, the

knowledge about the friction interface, its variability and dynamics, and further par-

ticipating contacts, is largely limited; thus still many questions are open about how

to develop a suitable model.

To sketch just some of the appearing phenomena of the friction interface, an example

of the nonlinear behavior and variability of the brake dynamics is given in Figure

2.2. In the upper part the spectral distribution of the vibrational response of a

brake system is displayed. The patterns have been generated by creep groan 2 and

1 The friction interface is also often called third body and, regarding the portion that is coating the
disk, boundary layer, transfer layer, or (friction) film.

2 See foot note on page 3.
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Figure 2.1: Friction interface between brake disk and brake pads and fric-
tion film on disk surface

squeal and have been exhibited alternatively. The epoch in which creep groan has

been dominant was marked by broadband vibration with main amplitudes below

4 kHz, the squealing condition has shown tonal vibration at distinct frequencies with

according harmonic oscillations. Creep groan and squeal have been related to the

sinusoidal sliding velocity 3 which is depicted as the blue line in the lower diagram.

Two major phenomena are noticeable. Firstly that the transition from one status

to the other took place at different velocities, each marked with red and magenta

colored lines. Obviously, the transition velocity between the states depends on the

previous history. And secondly that the transition velocities themselves shifted from

one revolution to the other: the onset of creep groan has started at ≈ 3.6 rpm during

the first velocity peak and has decreased to ≈ 2 rpm at the fourth, by analogy with

the velocity, at which each the squeal was initiated.

Regarding the first item, obviously, the instant of transition between the two states

is related to the particular previous condition, and additionally, two completely dif-

ferent oscillation types may exist within the ‘hysteresis-epoch’ 4 with the same me-

chanical parameters as environment. This implies that a modification must have

happened to the friction interface as all other parameters remained constant. And

moreover secondly and remarkably, the velocity at which the system changed each

of its states, has already shifted after some ten seconds. Consequently, observations

during the experiments should comprise the documentation of the disk surface as ref-

erence to the friction interface condition. For that purpose a visual method to track

the interface alteration and the time scale on which it takes place was implemented

3 Effectively, the rotational speed has been sinusoidal with 0.8 rpm at its minimum but due to the
limited resolution of the rotary encoder below ≈ 1 rpm, the velocity seemingly declines to zero.

4 Hysteresis in this case is meant in the sense that the system may, dependent on the prehistory,
behave differently even with the same mechanical input. The epoch is supposed to be the period in
which this behavior appears.
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Figure 2.2: Nonlinear dynamics: alternating low frequency slip-stick and
high frequency squeal (upper part), related to sinusoidal velocity
(lower part)

at the experimental setup.

Concerning the second item, a more clearly readable representation of the phe-

nomenon is given in Figure 2.3 which shows a record of another brake application.

It includes alternating squeals two times per brake disk revolution: every yellow

cross marks an observation without squeal dedicated to an angle of rotation and a

rotational velocity. Green crosses represent observations with squeal and blue and

red ones the onset and the termination of the squeal event, respectively. The brake

application starts at the upper left corner with ≈ 47 rpm and ends at zero after

roughly 46 revolutions in the lower middle left. Seemingly, an assumable layer or

coating on the disk, or its absence, which obviously leads to squeal, has varied its

shape and its location on the disk from revolution to revolution. While the squealing

area around a rotational angle of ≈ 300◦ travels against the sense of rotation but

keeps its width nearly constant, the surface condition around ≈ 150◦, generating

squeal as well, becomes wider. Thus, the leading rotational transition angle which

separates the non-squealing from the squealing state, has moved a total of ≈ 40◦

during the time of the brake application. This is equivalent to an averaged length of

≈ 100mm displacement of the coating on the disk surface.
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Figure 2.3: Nonlinear dynamics: vibration generating sections on the disk
move during some revolutions depending on the rotational an-
gle and the velocity

The above explained particularities exemplify just a fractional part of the observable

phenomena around friction and friction induced vibrations: the nonlinear behavior

of brake vibration excitation and friction interface mechanics, physics and chemical

processes. Since the origins of these phenomena and their interaction are mostly un-

known or not identified, models which comprise at least the most significant system

characteristics, seem to continue to be in the distant future.

In contrast, and to overcome these uncertainties and limitations, the present study

addressed the investigations from a different perspective. Instead of analyzing a

given numerical model for instability or limit cycles, experimental data of the brake

system in non-squealing conditions were subjected to an experimental data analysis.

To cover the participating scales, the following methods were directed to this ex-

amination: firstly, techniques of linear and spectral signal analysis in the frequency

domain have been applied to cover phenomena belonging to larger scales and for

first inspections. Secondly, phase space reconstructions were performed as a core

of an estimation of dimensionality and as a basis for the following time series ana-

lysis techniques. Thirdly, a probability density investigation was implemented to

embrace all scales that the data recording provided. Finally, although the critical
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Figure 2.4: Surface of a brake pad section (width = 1200 µm), recorded
with a focused ion beam (FIB) workstation. Steel fiber at pad
surface (center) and plateau of friction layer (right) [51]

uncomfortable frequencies of brake squeal are certainly limited to the audible range,

the tribological and interfacial mechanics lead to broad-banded acoustic emissions

at much higher frequencies. Thus consequently, all methods have been applied with

particular regard to small-scale phenomena which is subsequently explained in more

detail.

For the assessment of the involved frequency ranges and the identification of a suit-

able measurement technique, some preliminary examinations had been conducted

before appropriate methodologies were identified. Regarding the interaction of wear,

the involved friction surfaces and subsurfaces, a well established hypothesis has stated

that the consequential friction and the tribological performance of the system is

mainly determined by the growth and destruction of rigid structures in the friction

interface. These formations have often been called plateaus [18] or patches [52] (Fig-

ure 2.4). Plateaus, which are formed from metal fibers or other hard materials are

called primary plateaus. They transmit the main part of the friction performance.

Wear particles flow between the primary plateaus in the boundary layer and some

of them are accumulated, compacted and stacked up against the primary plateaus
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and thus create so called secondary plateaus. Contrary to the hard primary plateaus,

these plateaus are formed as a composite which represents rather elastic structures.

Occasionally, the secondary plateaus break loose and are milled down in particles

again. This occurs when the stability is disturbed, driven by small changes of the

contact situation. In general, these mechanisms are enabled by an appropriate equi-

librium of particle flow which continuously restructures the friction interface. The

wear particle flow and the patches are also often called third body. Third bodies

play an important role for balancing the tribological system in terms of abrasion,

adhesion, friction and wear.

In this context it has to be considered, which scales have to be taken into account by

the methods under consideration. Around friction brakes three principal categories

of time and length scales seemed to be advisable:

• Microscale

One of the smallest elements of the tribological system are the components

of the wear flow. Additionally to the iron oxide from the cast iron brake

disk, the particles contain chemical elements from all ingredients of the pad,

together forming the third body. Thereby, the compound is sized on a nanoscale

with grain sizes between 10 nm and 100 nm, depending on the types of the

ingredients. Among others, this has also been demonstrated by [14].

• Mesoscale

Fibres and wear particles with microscale sizes form the patches which exhibit

an extent of between roughly 50 µm and 500 µm, depending on the pad for-

mulation, the previous history, and the physical parameters. These structures

shape the local friction.

• Macroscale

The present overall mechanical system, the vehicle axle, has the largest scope

regarding its dimensions on the length scale and thus spans the macro scale,

comprising the brake system and the macroscopic friction interface. Accord-

ingly, regarding the time scale, slower and more global processes such as e.g.

film generation (see section 4.1.1) or pad material alteration are mapped on a

macro time scale.

As a consequence, the sample rate of the conducted measurements was therefore

increased to allow the investigation of spectral components even in the ultrasonic

range to possibly also reveal particle and wear patch dynamics sized in microscales;
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details are given in section 3.2.3. The aspect of different scales is reconsidered from

other perspectives in section 3.1 and in chapter 4.

Since direct measurements or detailed observations of the dynamics in the friction

interface is impossible without aggravating the overall system, the present study

applies the above mentioned techniques and extracts the properties of the system di-

rectly from the measured data. Although such analysis techniques have been known

and applied for nonlinear dynamical systems in a number of scientific and engineering

disciplines [23, 31, 36], their application to friction affected and friction induced vi-

bration has been rather uncommon. One of the few exceptions seems to be the recent

work by Oberst and Lai [46, 47], though their work is restricted to the large-scale

dynamics of friction-induced brake squeal and disregards the microscale dynamics.
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Chapter 3

Experiment

3.1 Preparation

For the present study a passenger vehicle friction brake, carried by the entire ve-

hicle corner, was assembled on an industrial brake noise dynamometer (noise test

bench). In industrial engineering noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) laborato-

ries, brake noise investigations are typically completed by accordant setups as this

approach provides a comparatively accurate simulation of the original vehicle me-

chanics. Additionally, in the context of examining vibrations, the original vehicle

mounting suspension with axle bushings provides a more elastic interlinking to the

dynamometer chassis frame. On one hand this excludes unwanted vibration from

the test bench and on the other hand, and more essentially, helps to minimize the

impact of the surrounding mechanics on the brake system while vibrating.

Table 3.1: Recorded signals / images

Physical and Technical Values Units Sample Rate
acceleration (vibration) m/s2 > 200 kHz
rotational speed 1/s 1 kHz
pressure bar 1 kHz
disk temperature ◦C 1 kHz
sound pressure level dBA 44 kHz
angle of rotation ◦ 1 kHz
friction coefficient - 100Hz
environmental temperature ◦C brake application average
environmental humidity g/ml brake application average
disk surface image - after each brake application

The automation unit of the dynamometer was arbitrarily programmable with regard

to the operating and environmental control parameters. Additionally, the auto-

matically controlled progression of the experiments was supported by an arbitrary

chronological order of various types of brake applications. During the brake appli-
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cations continuous or almost random alteration of parameters, e.g. such as pressure

or velocity, was provided by freely definable shapes.

One of the most important aspects of the present work was the respective scales

on which the phenomena had to be classified. Therefore, the sampling rates of the

recorded signals were defined carefully: table 3.1 shows the recorded physical and

technical values and the corresponding sample rates. All data were recorded with 1

kHz except the following:

• acceleration of pad vibration

In contrast to other measurement channels, a supplementary but fully synchro-

nized data acquisition system was used to synchronously record the vibration

with a much higher sampling rate of ≈ 230 kHz 1 . The applied vibration

sensor has been of a low-mass, high frequency, piezoelectric quartz shear ac-

celeration type. To achieve even higher frequencies, Laser-Doppler equipment

with frequency ranges up to 1GHz was evaluated as well, but due to unavoid-

able influences of the test bench environment, e.g. wear dust, low frequency

vibrations, movements of the brake system while braking, the utilization did

not turn out to be beneficial. But even though the piezoelectric transducers are

typically much more robust in terms of continuous physical data flow security,

measuring very small signal amplitudes with a system in close proximity of the

test bench had turned out to be very difficult: strong magnetic fields originated

from the engine 2 , interfered with the signals under consideration. Only a fully

metallically conductive shielding of the involved measuring devices succeeded

in keeping the influences sufficiently small. The purpose of the high sample

rate and as a consequence, a resolution with a small temporal and spatial scale

and its estimation, is given in section 3.2. By contrast, the infrasonic range

and frequencies below 200Hz have had to be cut because of the appearance of

structure-borne vibrations. The vibrations in this frequency range have been

attributed not to the brake system but rather to the test bench mechanics. Ac-

cordingly, the high-pass filter has therefore helped to keep the data trustworthy

1 The data acquisition system sample rate specification of 2× 105 sample/s was trimmed to obtain
additional 3× 104 sample/s: while carefully regarding the data integrity, most data acquisition
modules allow over-clocking in reasonable ranges.

2 Due to the 220 kW high power drive engine, every acceleration of the drive shaft, even during
braking and triggered by the inertia simulation, caused electromagnetic impacts at all electrical
inputs.
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and clean.

• Sound pressure level

As illustrated later in this section and in section 4.3.3, the evaluations of the

present study were constituted during periods in which the brake system was

in non-squealing condition, with the exception of the noise propensity investi-

gations, see section 4.4.3. Hence, the status was monitored continuously with

a sound acquisition module providing fast algorithms for frequency and ampli-

tude analysis and environmental noise reduction. As a result, every ≈ 50ms

the main frequency and its amplitude was supplied, in the case the amplitude

exceeded the threshold of 60 dBA. The results of the frequency analysis be-

low this limit value tended to be imprecise or misleading due to uncertainty

where the superimposed environmental noise originated from, e.g. the engine,

the brake cooling system or the local exhaust ventilation. Additionally, the

structure-borne vibration amplitudes below this airborne sound threshold are

small enough to fit the dynamic range of the accelerometer and thus preserve

the evaluations from misinterpretation, as stated more precisely in the follow-

ing.

• Friction coefficient

The dynamometer was equipped with a lever arm on which the setup was

mounted to measure the resulting torque when the brake was applied. Due to

this mechanical assembly, the mass of the mounting, the lever arm and parts

of the shaft, had to be accelerated when varying the torque. Hence, on behalf

of the inertia of the mechanics, the sample rate in the hundred Hertz range

proved to be adequate. The friction coefficient is calculated as follows

µ =
10M

2 η Ap reff
, (3.1)

whereM is the measured torque, η the efficiency factor of the brake, A denotes

the brake piston area, p the brake pressure and reff the effective friction radius.

• Environmental temperature and humidity

As it is well-known that environmental conditions such as temperature and hu-

midity may have a considerable influence on the squeal behavior and the fric-

tion performance of vehicle brakes, it is important to monitor them. Assuming

relatively slow changes of these environmental parameters allowed small sam-

ple rates and generally recording the average values of each brake application
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turned out to be sufficient.

• Disk surface image

One of the most important contributors to the performance of a dry disk brake

friction system is the friction interface between disk and brake pad. A very thin

part of this interface is the film or coating which is usually generated on the disk

surface. Consequently, tracking these interface patterns helped in identifying

the particular condition of the friction film. The images were recorded after

each brake application. The deployed camera system held a cooled three chip

CCD with a 48-bit-color resolution in total and ≈ 300 pixel/mm2 in the given

configuration. Illustrating images and more details are presented in section

4.1.1.

The information in focus, the vibration, is developing when the pads are sliding on

the disk. As mentioned above, this vibration was assessed by a piezoelectric ac-

celerometer that was mounted on the backing plate of the outer brake pad. Thereby,

the mounting base of the sensor was dimensioned for accelerations up to ≈ 2700ms2

which is more than sufficient for the brake system in non-squealing condition. In

addition, a number of different sensor mounting configurations were tested, and only

results that were independent of the sensor mounting are presented in the following.

The influence on the dynamics of the entire brake system by the mass of the sensor

with m ≈ 2 g was supposed to be negligible. On the other hand, even if a remarkable

impact would have become obvious, all observations would underlie the same influ-

ence since the measuring configuration was kept consistent at all times. Regarding

the emerged amplitudes, which were relatively small, when compared with the am-

plitudes generated while the brake system was in squealing condition, the vibration

sensory was tuned for the recording of smallest amplitudes 3 .

The analyzed lining materials were derived from the non asbestos organic (NAO) -

type 4 and low-Met- type 5 with a typical spread in terms of friction coefficient and

wear performance between these two formulation-families.

Each experiment progression contained roughly 2000 brake applications with a wide

3 The upper limit of the vibration measurement chain was amax ≈ 500m/s2 and the lower limit
remained below amin < 10mm/s2 at high frequencies.

4 The label NAO is somewhat misleading since the use of asbestos in vehicle brakes has already been
prohibited by law in most countries for decades. Actually, NAO brake linings are characterized by
low wear, low dust emissions and a typical slightly lower friction coefficient.

5 Low-Met pads means low metallic overall contingent which is typically < 30 %.
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spread of parameter combinations 6 . And each exhibited a duration of about one and

a half days and the recorded vibration data during the brake applications comprised

in total more than 109 samples per experiment. All samples of all the vibration

records were synchronized with all other measurements and operating conditions

and could therefore be related to them.

3.2 Techniques

3.2.1 Friction Surface Visualization

Friction is a multi-scale and multi-physics process by its very nature: mechanical

energy is transferred, forces are transmitted between scales and components, surface

topographies change, interface layers may form, physical and chemical properties of

the friction partners can be modified and additionally other details are involved [19].

Figure 3.1: Disk surface friction film example

One of the most important contributors to the dry friction system is the friction

interface layer between the disk and the brake pad. It is a compound of both the

wear of the gray cast iron and the wear of the brake pad consisting of the ingredients

according to the pad formulation [49, 50]. As a result of varying system parame-

ters, the friction interface may change significantly. This can affect for instance the

6 Controlled parameters were in the following ranges: disk temperature 50 ◦C to 300 ◦C, sliding
velocity 0.2ms−1 to 9.6ms−1, brake pressure 0bar to 52bar.
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thickness of the film 7 and its consistency, both integral or partial.

However, the experimental identification of properties related to the above outlined

processes is complex because the contact area is difficult to access without signif-

icantly changing it or its dynamics at the same time. To obtain an impression

nonetheless, a picture of the disk surface and the adhered layer was taken directly

after each step. Consequently, tracking the interface patterns on the basis of these

images helped in identifying the particular conditions of the friction film. An ex-

ample picture is given in Figure 3.1. Photographing reflecting metallic disk surfaces

with only a very thin layer is problematical: the illumination has to be well balanced

both in terms of the angle of incidence and brightness control, and the camera has

to provide a very high color resolution 8 . Additionally, the optical system has to be

placed far enough from the brake system to make sure that the wear dust will not

influence the photographing.

3.2.2 Friction Surface Roughness

In most cases, roughness of participating surfaces is considered to be of high influ-

ence on the friction and wear performance. Abrasion is an indicator for roughness

which forms together with the adhesion forces the overall friction value 9 . It is also

considered to influence both the self-excitation behavior and the acoustic emissions.

Consequently, the observation of the roughness adds important information to the

friction dynamics investigation. A first approach for a visualization is the use of

7 For example, in standard vehicle friction brakes a friction layer of 1.4nm thickness can be formed
during ≤ 50ms [5].

8 The applied camera system supplied a 48-bit color resolution and the disk surface was illuminated
by a dedicated passive reflecting lamp unit with diffuser which provided a soft and constant stream
of continuous lighting. Various preliminary tests had to be performed to identify an appropriate
brightness so that the maximum of contrast fitted the dynamic range of the camera and kept
the signal-to-noise-ratio high. The presetting had to cover the disk both at the beginning of an
experiment with high reflectance of the unused metallic disk and later in the experiment with a
possibly dark surface after thermal load.

9 Usually the peaks of the roughness profile do not necessarily constitute the points of contact because
the shapes of both partners have to be considered. Admittedly, in case of the contact between brake
pad and disk, the friction partners have quite different characteristics in terms of their surface
contour. The magnitude of the heights of the disk are much smaller than those of the pad (see
Figure 3.3(a) and Figure 3.3(b)). Furthermore, the roughness of both friction partners may also
promote adhesion.
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appropriate kernel image processing techniques with convolution filters 10 . An ex-

ample of a 3 x 3-point kernel, developed in particular for enhancing the dimension

perpendicular to the disk surface, is given in Figure 3.2: some asperities with a

diameter � 1mm are visible, leaving trails to the right of the disk surface as the

sense of rotation was counterclockwise. The convolution filtering helps to identify the

roughness of the surface by reconstructing the out-of-plane extent on the basis of the

two-dimensional video data, presupposed, the video processing is applied carefully

with specific observance and prevention of artifacts and misinterpretation.

Figure 3.2: Disk surface asperities: image processing with convolution fil-
ters

This qualitative technique which characterizes the roughness of disks, was supple-

mented by a quantitative calculation of the surface as a result of image data from a

bifocal microscope, which is introduced in the following section.

3.2.3 Vibration Investigation

Following the remarks of a previous section, the vibration recording has been tuned

to provide more insight in described mechanics. Regarding the time and length

10 The effects provided by convolving a suitable kernel and an image are commonly used e.g. for
enhancing hidden or covered information. The mathematical implementation of a convolution
algorithm is based on the multiplication of each kernel value by the corresponding image pixel
value.
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resolution, it has had to cover the expected frequencies of elementary events in the

friction interface. This assumption had been motivated by the wide-spread ideas

of asperity or plateau destruction and formation in the contact interface [18, 44]:

assuming e.g. an asperity or friction plateau of about 3 µm in size, and assuming

vehicle speeds of about 3 kmh−1 11 , corresponding frequencies have to be taken into

account by measurements, which are discovered only with sampling rates at about

or above 200 kHz.

(a) Pad surface,
scale: −25 (blue) to 25 µm (red)

(b) Disk surface,
scale: −1.5 (blue) to 1.5 µm (red)

Figure 3.3: Topographies of a brake pad (a) and a brake disk (b), scanned
with a bifocal microscope [54], dimension each 510 µm ×
694 µm, blue areas are in direction into the according mate-
rial (gaps), red areas mark contact zones

Since at present there seems to be no truly well-based idea on the highest relevant

frequencies in the interface dynamics under consideration, the present limit of max-

imal ≈ 230 kHz was somewhat ad-hoc, but also, from a more practical perspective,

related to available and suitable sensory equipment. This resolution limit is typical

for the applied piezoelectric sensors. However, a big advantage is the robustness of

this sensor type regarding the influence of brake dust and the strength against vibra-

tions in the infrasonic range. This is an important advantage in contrary to optical

devices. Furthermore, another weak point of optical devices with higher frequency

limits in this context is the relatively high propensity of data disruptions due to the

alteration of the properties of the vibrating reflection surfaces. In contrast, piezo-

electric ceramic transducers tuned for acoustic emissions above 100 kHz typically fail

11 Friction induced noise appears typically at small vehicle velocities as e.g. 3 kmh−1.
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in the low frequency range. However, for all results presented in the following, the

experiments were conducted with respect to the influence of the sampling rate: in

many cases reasonable results have been obtained only for high enough sampling

rates (see sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.3 and 4.5), at least beyond the audible range 12 .

Figure 3.3(a, b) give an idea of the microscale asperities and an indication of even

smaller scales which are not represented due to the optical resolution of the bi-focal

microscope. In sum the surfaces lead to very low amplitudes during steady sliding

that have to be resolved by the accelerometer. Hence, due to the observed small

amplitudes, a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) estimation has been relevant: an error

estimation on the basis of both the sensory and measurement device specifications

was completed and is described in the following. It was accomplished with partic-

ular regard to the SNR, since noise plays an important role, which is discussed in

more detail in section 4.3.2. The accelerometer is specified by a typical spectral

noise of 628 µms−2
√
Hz

above 1 kHz that leads to a signal noise of ≈ 0.2ms−2 regard-

ing the bandwidth of 100 kHz and ≈ 0.02ms−2 regarding the bandwidth of 1 kHz,

respectively.

The resulting signal-to-noise ratio is then

SNRacc > 88 dB (3.2)

In the measurement chain the digitizing unit contributes to the parasitic errors in

terms of noise and quantification error as follows: the single point and the average

deviation in the operating voltage range are specified as 84 µV and 7 µV, respectively.

This leads to a signal-to-noise ratio of

SNRADC, singlepoint ≈ 80 dB (3.3)

and

SNRADC, average ≈ 100 dB, (3.4)

respectively.

Summarily, the measurement precision estimation resulted in a high enough SNR in

12 A further increase of the sampling rate for some additional experiments apparently did not change
the qualitative result, which would suggest that the relevant dynamical processes in the considered
frequency range predominantly have been resolved. However, it has to be considered that the
observations above 230 kHz within this study used undocumented equipment, which still left some
question marks over the results, concerning the reliability of the measured data. For this reason,
these observations were abandoned.
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the sense that the mechanics have not become hidden behind measurement noise.

However, the overall noises comprising the impact of the sensory, the measurement

chain and other sources, e.g. related to parasitic electromagnetic influences which

have been neglected in the estimation, appeared in subsequent analysis. And this

not at least by reason of the enormous dynamic measurement range regarding small-

est vibration scales up to high vibration amplitudes appearing shortly before the

system transits to a limit cycle. Nevertheless, the resulting errors due to the in-

cluded noises were small enough to reconstruct the phase space and to identify the

dynamics (see section 4.3.2). And, moreover, the linear spectral analyses revealed a

sufficient preciseness of the recorded data (see section 4.2). In this context it should

be highlighted again, that this study intentionally omitted conditions in which the

brake system emits squeal. Prior accomplished examinations of appearing accelera-

tion amplitudes in squealing conditions suggested to stay below a threshold of

amax,th < 5ms−2, (3.5)

which indicates a squeal occurrence 13 . This threshold allows small harmonic frac-

tions, e.g. a state in the phase space somehow with a distance to a fixed point but far

enough away from a limit cycle. Investigations of these system conditions somewhere

between the states, turned out to promote the system characterization: the delin-

eation between the harmonic and the broad-banded mechanics helped to understand

the underlying dynamics. In section 4.3.3 some analyses of such traverses between

the dynamic states are given.

13 The appearance of squeal is detected by the microphone signal and the distinct harmonic peaks in
frequency analyses of the acceleration.
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Chapter 4

Data Analysis and Evaluation

4.1 Friction Surface Investigation

4.1.1 Friction Surface Visualization

The friction surface was visually analyzed on the basis of photos taken during the

experiments; each brake application was followed by an image of the disk surface. It

turned out that as a result of varying system parameters, the friction interface, or

its according traces, left on the disk surface, often changed significantly. Regarding

the temperature, for instance, the greasing of particular lubricants failed at low

temperatures; some formulations showed this effect appearing below Tdisk < 80 ◦C.

Failing lubricants may lead to very high wear and leave distinct appearances on the

disk surface.

Beside the impact on wear, friction value and vibration excitation, the transformation

of the friction interface also affected the thickness and the consistency of the friction

film, both integral or partially.

Consequently, tracking the interface patterns on the basis of these images has helped

in identifying particular conditions of the friction film. Some pictures are given

exemplarily in Figure 4.1. At the beginning of the experiments, the friction layer de-

veloped very rapidly when the pad slides on the disk. Even after the very first brake

application a film coating became visible (Figure 4.1(a)). The applied experimental

procedure, similar to the SAE2521 1 [11], provided a friction couple precondition-

ing at the beginning of each experiment after which in general, a smooth interface

layer developed (Figure 4.1(b)) 2 . Equally, thermal load usually led to a smooth

layer, but, depending on the applied lubricants of the pad formulation, the film had

1 The applied test procedure was following for the most part the SAE2521 which comprises huge
varieties and ranges of temperatures, pressures and velocities.

2 The preconditioning, also called bedding or running-in comprises approximately 70 brake applica-
tions and is intended to adapt the surfaces to each other.
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(a) after first brake application (b) after bedding

(c) after thermal load (d) after friction recovery

Figure 4.1: Transformation of a brake disk surface during an experiment

a different chemical and physical texture. The visual inspection then often revealed

a darker and more colored friction film in the case of particularly tuned lubricants

(Figure 4.1(c)). However, in contrast to the condition of the film in Figure 4.1(b),

the layer generated after thermal treatment, e.g. the so called fading 3 , was repeat-

edly weaker and therefore more rapidly damaged in subsequent brake applications.

The section following the thermal load portion within the procedure is applied for

friction recovery. This is intended to, and usually does, even in case of a sometimes

significantly high decrease of friction performance, restore the overall friction value

and leads back to a friction coefficient in the range of the nominal value. In contrast,

this friction value recovery, as a rate of the entire contact area, is mostly indepen-

3 The fading section applies a high thermal load and amounts to temperatures at ≈ 650 ◦C.
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dent from the partial damaging of the friction layer. Considerably, in most cases the

squeal propensity increases drastically after the fading and recovering section as well.

The damage of the film becomes obvious by uncoated sections of the disk (Figure

4.1(d)).

In general, if the parameters do not change drastically, the film pattern remains

steadily or changes only slowly from one brake application to the next. Nonethe-

less, regarding longer time scales with varying conditions in between, even with then

recurring identical parameters, the accumulation shape has often changed drastically.

(a) Disk surface: periodic coating (b) Disk surface: periodic removal of friction
film

Figure 4.2: Periodic accumulation and extraction of friction film on the
disk surface

Further phenomena which have been observable in some experiments refer to occur-

rences on comparatively smaller scales: Figure 4.2(a) demonstrates periodic coating

and removal of the friction film. Assuming, the disks rotates with a rotational veloc-

ity that matches a slow vehicle speed (with typically higher noise propensity), the

frequency of the disk inhomogeneities is in the range of 5Hz to 20Hz. Remarkably,

the distribution of the coating patterns is not related to any geometric characteristics,

for instance the alignment of fins in ventilated disks does not match the distribution

structure of the coating.

To which extent these particular phenomena control the friction coefficient and the

impact on self-induced vibration has not been measurable, not only because the over-

all friction value belongs to the total surface which the pad covers, but also because

the consequential rotational torque variation is much too small to be observable at

the test bench which has been used (see also section 3.1). A further phenomenon

regarding the disk surface has been observed: some pad formulations exhibited ac-

cumulations on the disk at the position the brake was clamped. Obviously, the very
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.3: Pad surface topography with dimensions each 510 µm× 4.16mm,
color range −25 um (blue) to 25 um (red); (a) and (b) surface
parts of a pad with low squeal propensity, (c) and (d) with high
squeal propensity, accordingly [54]
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short moment the pad made contact with the disk at the very beginning of each brake

application, the transient static friction left a mark. When the pads encounter the

position after one revolution again, the system, if the conditioning of the friction and

its noise related noise propensity is high enough, has a tendency to exhibit vibrations

at that position. Evidently, the occurring instability at that particular location hints

at a significant friction variation which leads to subsequent displacements.

Regarding the wear behavior, a clear correlation between a robust film and low wear

is observable. In contrast, the correspondence between film presence and squeal

propensity seems much weaker. This is in particular remarkable as the coating is

in general supposed to organize the friction interface in a sense that abrasion and

adhesion are balanced in a sustained manner. Ergo, a seemingly smooth circular

flow of wear particles is expected to keep the sliding steady and thus promotes the

prevention of instabilities. Consequently, and to resolve the apparent contradiction,

further investigations were completed and are described in the following.

Figure 4.4: Disk surface image, both with (darker patch) and without
(brighter patch) friction film

Based on the macroscopic observations of the friction film which became visible on the

disk, the surfaces have been examined additionally with a bifocal microscope to reveal

the corresponding topographies and structures on a micrometer scale. Therefore,

three different experiments were executed: firstly, the surface of a pad which has

been identified as exhibiting low noise occurrence and secondly, the surface of a pad,

participating in an experiment which showed plenty of noise events, was examined.

The third experiment was conducted to characterize the topography of a disk surface

both with and without visible interface layers at the same time.
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Figure 4.5: Disk surface topography; above the
magenta colored line with friction film, below
without, 694 µm× 3.06mm [54]

For the evaluation of the first

(Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(b)) and

second experiment (Figure 4.3(c)

and 4.3(d)), optical measurements

shown by two photo strips each

at the outer pad shape and near

the effective radius were made.

Hereby, each photo stripe was

composed of six single-shot expo-

sures, identifiable by thin vertical

lines between them. Due to mea-

surement errors, small deviations

at the borders are noticeable, how-

ever, without disturbing the whole

picture. At a first glance and

when regarding the topographies

zoomed with the high original res-

olution, a tendency appears that

the noisier the friction couple ap-

pears to be, the rougher, or to

be more precise, the smaller and

more pronounced the contact ar-

eas constitute. On the other hand,

quite a few converse observations

have made it difficult to draw a

clear picture so far.

The third experiment in this sec-

tion gives an idea about the disk

surface characteristics and differ-

ences between both a fraction

with and without film: Figure 4.4

presents friction rings with layers

in the center and without a fric-

tion film both at the inner and the

outer side of the brake disk. Quite

clearly, the experiment offered a
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film related investigation with both film / no film presence, with identical environ-

mental conditions. Along a radial line transversing the statuses with present film

layer to the uncoated area, the disk surface was inspected by a bifocal microscope

again. The dimensions of the imaged areas were 694.41 um in width and 3060.5 um

in height and the color was in the range of −1.5 um (blue) to 1.5 um (red).

Figure 4.5 puts the surface of the disk on a microscale view: above the magenta

colored line the friction film was present and below no visible layer could be ob-

served: manifestly, the surface or topography of the portion with film is more evenly

distributed and the averaged depth differences are less expanded. Even though this

characteristic appears as strong tendency, it still remains a qualitative observation.

A quantitative and more robust description is provided in the following section.
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4.1.2 Friction Surface Roughness

While the topographical attributes of a brake disk surface with and without film layer

have been investigated qualitatively in the prior section, the same experimental data

were directed towards a quantifying roughness estimation. With data points at the

location xm, xn and M , N as the total number of data points in the two directions

and z as the height dimension, the two-dimensional average roughness Ra is given

by

Ra =
1

(M − 1)(N − 1)

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

|(z(xm, yn)− 〈z〉|, (4.1)

the root mean squared roughness RRMS by

RRMS =

√√√√ 1

(M − 1)(N − 1)

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

[(z(xm, yn)− 〈z〉]2 (4.2)

with

〈z〉 =
1

(M − 1)(N − 1)

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

z(xm, yn), (4.3)

respectively.

The roughness Ra, based on the data of the bifocal microscope which are repre-

sented in Figure 4.5, is illustrated in Figure 4.6. Every dot stands for the according

roughness calculated on a particular subfigure 4 . According to the quadratic term

in Equation 4.2, the root mean squared roughness RRMS delivers for larger outliers

from the average, both huge heights and deep gaps, higher roughness values than Ra.

Obviously, the roughness Ra stays almost equal following the calculations in radial

direction, both with or without film coating. The roughness RRMS in contrast ap-

parently varies significantly with the presence of the friction film, the value of RRMS

is more than doubled in segments without friction layer. That means in consequence,

the outliers from the average, visible in Figure 4.5 as deep blue troughs and red re-

gions that are presenting contact areas, dominate the surface in portions without

4 In contrast to the six sub-figures in Figure 4.5, the calculation in Figure 4.6 is based on a larger
number of sub-figures: the presented six pictures are a selection of the seventeen images that where
available in total.
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Figure 4.6: Disk surface roughness, both with and without friction film.

film or more precisely, dominate the surface more than in regions with film. As the

visual inspection in section 4.1.1 already suggested with this trend, the roughness

estimation substantiates the statement.

Figure 4.7: Disk surface with applied convolution filter, original dimen-
sions 15mm× 15mm
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On the other hand, as also already mentioned in section 4.1.1, the correlation be-

tween a comprehensive film and the tendency of the system to generate noise ap-

peared more or less weak. Accordingly to the results of the roughness estimations,

indicating that a film leads to a smoother disk surface but at the same moment does

not predominantly supply better noise performance, contradicts the assumption that

rough surfaces would automatically more easily trigger brake squeal. What is ap-

propriate, on the other hand, is that the film promotes better wear performance; an

elevated roughness apparently leads to a more pronounced abrasion.

Additionally, there is also the fact that no robust statistical connection and much less

a direct link between considerably asperities, generated visibly on the disk surface,

and the noise generation has been observed. Figure 4.7 illustrates an example of a

15mm x 15mm disk surface fragment, recorded within an experiment. The picture

was computed with the aid of convolution filters (introduced in section 4.1.2): inter-

estingly, even distinctly shaped asperities did not seemingly influence the vibration

characteristics. Conceivably firstly because of the quite uniform distribution over

the disk surface and secondly due to the relatively soft pad material, the peaks did

not lead to remarkable irregularities of the vibration state. The same applies to the

friction coefficient which is almost unaffected by the asperities 5 . But it has also

to be considered that the recording of the overall friction value on the basis of the

calculated ratio of applied pressure and resulting torque according to Equation 3.1,

with a comparatively high unresponsiveness of the torque sensory, is barely supposed

to leave high-frequency traces in the recordings.

To consolidate the findings: if even smoother surfaces, expectedly resulting in de-

creased vibration amplitudes during sliding, do not automatically result in less noise

propensity, then well-established assumptions dealing with self-induced vibrations

have to be reconsidered and expanded. Friction dynamics apparently are complex;

for a more comprehensive description evidently further or complete other parameters

and mechanical behavior have to be included.

Consequently, in the following sections new approaches and techniques will be intro-

duced to achieve a better understanding of the underlying friction dynamics.

5 As the experimental setup did not provide the measurement of local friction values, the mentioned
friction value belongs to the overall friction value of the pad surface.
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4.2 Linear Analyses in the Frequency Domain

Even though the recorded data of the brake vibration are supposed to be strongly

nonlinear, a preliminary inspection of the data through linear analysis has helped to

identify behaviors on longer time scales. For this reason the records of the accelerom-

eter have been subjected to a Short-Time Fourier Transformation (STFT). A typical

spectral distribution of the vibration data during a stop brake application is depicted

in Figure 4.8. The given picture is representative insofar as the following enumerated

characteristics are somehow typical, even if the spectral distribution itself is unique

for every particular brake application. Following peculiarities are observable:

Figure 4.8: Spectral density vibration distribution of a brake application
with velocity deceleration from 50 km/h to 0 km/h

• As already anticipated in section 3.2 it is not surprising that the audible range

up to 16 kHz covers only a small portion of the acquired signal. In the range be-

tween 16 kHz and 100 kHz considerable spectral frequency bands are revealed.

Hence, beside the audible frequency range, the main information of the signal

and accordingly the involved mechanics are evidently found in the ultrasonic

range.

• The spectral distribution of the vibration data is predominantly broad-banded.
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Even rather narrow bands with higher amplitudes cover some hundred Hertz.

Evidently, no squeal, other tonal events or distinct natural harmonics of partic-

ipating parts appear in the spectrum (in contrast to the spectral characteristics

of a squeal event in Figure 4.17)

• Although the vehicle speed is in the span of 50 km/h to 0 km/h, which cor-

responds at its maximum with a sliding velocity of ≈ 6ms−1 at the effec-

tive friction radius, the distribution over frequency obviously reflects almost

steady-state behavior. The µm-structure of the friction surfaces is evidently

not revealed by the present linear analysis. Otherwise, and in regard to the

static sample rate, one would assume a change of the patterns when coming

from higher speeds to lower sliding velocities, due to the fact that the rela-

tive length resolution increases with lower rotational and the related sliding

velocities. On the other hand, the Fourier transformation is averaging over a

certain time span so short variations might get lost. But however, evidently the

distribution during braking does not change significantly. Consequently, this

particular attribute of seemingly steady sliding has been subsequently analyzed

with nonlinear methods in the following sections.

• In the very left part of Figure 4.8 two distinct characteristics appear:

◦ The frequency distribution does not show significant differences between

the clamped and the non-clamped state of the brake. The transition from

non-clamped to clamped condition is thereby clearly readable from the

significantly increasing amplitudes, approximately after the first 400ms

of braking. Evidently, the predominant frequencies do not change be-

tween the states. In contrast, as the modal properties of the system differ

measurably (as a consequence e.g. of the tensioning or force impacts) be-

tween these two cases, it suggests that the measured broad band signals

do depend more strongly on the contact interface dynamics than on the

modal properties of the whole structure. This supports the requirement

of the vibration sensory setup that was supposed to predominantly exam-

ine the friction interface even when it is mounted in a rather complex, in

terms of the entire dynamic structure, vehicle corner. The idea of ‘cutting

free’ the friction interface while keeping the influence of the surrounding

mechanics small, evidently operates accordingly.

◦ The vibration amplitudes are strongly correlated to the brake pressure,

or, to be more precise, to the contact force between disk and pads. Con-
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sequently the amplitudes are higher in the clamped state, but also the

non-clamped state at the beginning of the brake application shows a force

impact. In this case it is pulsating, due to the unavoidable run-out of the

disk. The run-out effects that the pads make intermittent contact to the

disk, which is originated by and related to the clearance between disk and

pads 6 .

• The frequency range above ≈ 85 kHz indicates lower amplitudes, but effectively

the sensitivity of the accelerometer declines above this threshold.

The pattern in Figure 4.8 characterizes exemplarily a particular state of the friction

interface within an experiment. It remained more or less stationary from braking

to braking when the conditions remain unchanged 7 . Additionally, considering

the variation of the spectral distribution from one brake application to the next, it

appeared, in general, that it did not change substantially even if parameters were

changed. Figure 4.9(a) illustrates a brake application with 20 bar and Figure 4.9(b),

which displays a brake application that immediately succeeded the previous, presents

a brake application with 10 bar brake pressure, while other parameters remained un-

changed. This suggests the assumption that the emerged patterns, and therefore,

the distribution of the vibration in the frequency domain, are mainly related to the

dynamics of the friction interface. However, this particular investigation assumes

linear behavior and reflects only processes on comparatively large scales, given by

the STFT. The suggestion that the dynamics may stay unchanged on the time scales

under consideration is also supported by the optical inspection of the disk surface

which changes or remains unchanged in a similar way, see Figure 4.1. However, the

potential picture that underlying (micro-) dynamics may behave similar, is substan-

tially modified in subsequent sections in that nonlinear techniques are applied.

6 The clearance of typical passenger vehicle brakes, both fixed and floating calipers, result in practice
in off-brake forces on principle. In this case the intermittent frequency at the beginning of the brake
follows the rotating speed of approximately 700 rpm which leads to roughly 12 contacts per second.

7 An exception to this trend demonstrate repeatedly applied drag brake applications, e.g. brake
applications with constant and low speed. In contrast to stop and snub brake applications, analyses
showed that drag brake applications alter the frequency patterns even if conditions are unchanged.
It is commonly known that multiple reapplications of drag brake applications lead to an ‘artificial’
friction interface structure. This usually increases the friction value and noise propensity. In
industrial noise performance testing, stop brake applications are therefore typically introduced after
a certain number of drag brake applications to restore the friction couple.
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(a) brake appl. no. 1738
(formulation A)

(b) brake appl. no. 1739
(formulation A)

(c) at the beginning of the experiment
(formulation B)

(d) after ≈ 1400 brake applications
(formulation B)

(e) at the beginning of the experiment
(formulation C)

(f) after ≈ 1300 brake applications
(formulation C)

Figure 4.9: Spectrograms of vibrations in different brake applications and
states

In contrast to these broadband frequency distributions that did not change their

patterns due to varying parameters, at least not immediately 8 , the tonal resonance

8 Immediately in this case means that external mechanical modifications of the brake system may
certainly influence the friction dynamics on larger time scales. But this is rather not a direct
impact on the underlying dynamics but more related to the alteration of the friction contact after
a sufficient sliding distance with according reorganization of the interface.
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frequencies of the system however, altered significantly as a result of mechanical sys-

tem modifications. The natural frequencies, exhibited when self-induced vibrations

led to mode coupling as the system response, adjusted themselves according to me-

chanical parameters. That means in particular, when reducing or increasing e.g. the

brake line pressure, the elasticities of the brake system change and lead therefore to

a an eigenfrequency shift, easily measurable for instance by modal analysis (see also

item 4 on page 38). Further explanations about the interaction between broadband

frequencies, multi-dimensional friction interface, and distinct limit cycle frequencies

are given in the section 4.4.3.

However, the frequency distribution may, and typically did, change completely after

hundreds or thousands of brake applications in between, and a varying load his-

tory, hence, the patterns were modified significantly. This means in particular that

some frequency ranges may lose energy gradually or may completely disappear, while

other frequency bands may develop or move to other ranges. While the pattern in

Figure 4.9(c) reflects the dynamics of a brake application at the beginning of the

experiment with pad formulation B, Figure 4.9(d) illustrates the friction interface

condition after roughly 1400 brake applications within the same experiment. Evi-

dently, some characteristics of the distribution have remained while at the same time

other frequency bands have shifted. In comparison with the alteration during the

same experiment, the difference from one pad formulation to another is often even

more prominent: Figure 4.9(e) shows the frequency distribution of formulation C,

again at the beginning of the particular experiment, and Figure 4.9(f) after roughly

1300 brake applications, respectively.

Following the findings so far, the patterns may change case-by-case from brake ap-

plication to brake application, but seemingly the alteration during a braking remains

minor. But as the dynamics do actually lead to seemingly stochastically occurring

instabilities and in contrast to the apparently regular behavior, the spectral vibration

distribution must contain information about the friction interface and dynamics of

the friction couple. However, the mechanisms that trigger these instabilities do not

become visible. In this context it has to be considered as already indicated above

that the applied short-time Fourier transformation naturally averages over a certain

duration. Thus some details, in particular nonlinear and transient phenomena, will

barely leave footprints or might completely get lost.
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In this way, since the preliminary findings have dealt with medium- and long-term

scales in the range of hundreds of milliseconds to periods of hours and days, un-

derlying short-term phenomena have not been taken into account in this context.

Consequently, investigations that consider dynamics on microscales and that com-

plement the analyses accomplished so far, are presented in subsequent sections.

4.3 Time Series Analysis

Analytical friction models have been developed on the basis of observations and often

have been able to mathematically represent an appropriate system. In the case of

the present dry friction system the involved processes are complex and they and their

dimensions are mostly unknown. Hence, modeling by means of physical observations

is delicate and moreover, the unawareness of the nature and the behavior of the

underlying dynamics may lead to inadequate assumptions.

A model-free approach, e.g. a study on the basis of analyses of experimental data,

may by contrast describe a system without prior knowledge of causal relations. This

applies certainly similarly when regarding a physical system which dynamic equations

are generally unknown (see also chapter 2). But in many cases only one physical

parameter x(t) as a function of time can be measured. Nevertheless, it is often

possible to draw a picture of the chronological development of the entire system on the

basis of one-dimensional time series {xi}Ni=1. These one-dimensional records allow

reconstruction of the higher-dimensional, original phase space which is equivalent

with regard to the same topological characteristics [62]. One of the most important

techniques for the reconstruction of dynamical system is the method of delays. From

time delayed values of the scalar measurements, vectors are formed in a new space -

the embedding space:

~x dn = (xn−(m−1) τ , xn−(m−2) τ , . . . , xn), (4.4)

where m is the embedding dimension and τ the time delay. Moreover, these are the

key factors in the context of phase space reconstruction. If the embedding dimen-

sion and the time delay are selected too large, the phase space reconstruction will be

poor. A too large τ will bring areas close to each other which are far apart from each

other in the original phase space. On the other hand, when selecting τ too small,

the chronological distances will become dominant and the phase space will not be
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sufficiently unfolded and therefore remain too small which inhibits the identification

of its structure [62].

A tool to determine a reasonable delay was suggested by Fraser and Swinney [21]:

the mutual information. It also takes nonlinear correlations into account, unlike the

autocorrelation function. The delay can be heuristically estimated from the mutual

information by

S = −
∑
ij

pij(τ) ln
pij(τ)

pipj
, (4.5)

where pi is the probability to find a value of the time series in the i-th interval and

the common probability pij(τ) that an observation is contained in the i-th and after

the observation time τ is in the j-th interval. Several investigations have proven

that if the time delayed mutual information S exhibits a marked first minimum at a

certain value of τ then this value is supposed to be a proper applicant for a realistic

time delay [31]. Equation 4.5 will be used to characterize the dependency between

the appropriate time series and the phase space and will be applied to the estimation

of delays in section 4.3.1 and subsequent sections.

4.3.1 Phase Space and Attractors

Generally, nonlinear time series analyses of deterministic systems demand the ex-

istence of a phase space or state space in which each state defines the prospective

chronological development of the system. Phase space trajectories compose the phase

space in which all observations are contained in an invariant quantity; the attractor

and its dimension characterizes the overall dynamics. Whilst usually rather scalar

measurements are observed in an experiment than the phase space trajectories, the

starting point of a nonlinear time series analysis lies in the reconstruction of the

vector phase. This then represents the phase space of the unknown dynamical sys-

tem, which is entitled as the embedding. And if this system is defined by a scalar

time series and has d degrees of freedom, the combination of m > 2d consecutive

observations allows representation of m−dimensional vector-valued interpretation of

the dynamics [62].

In this context, it has to be considered that the phase space of rather low-dimensional

experiments in laboratory environment with specific preparations and low noise and

observations of analytical models, may, in general, predominantly be successfully re-
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constructed by nonlinear time series analysis tools. As opposed to this, ‘open area

experiments’ posses often unknown stochastic fractions, generally higher dimensions

(typical for open systems), noise, and sometimes even only small data sets are avail-

able. These considerations are continued in section 4.3.2; a discussion about the

applicability of the present techniques with regard to the present experiments is ad-

dressed there as well.
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Figure 4.10: Phase space trajectories of delay vectors
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Added to these possible obstacles, the validation of the attractor reconstruction is

often made worse by another reason: the dynamical system may not evolve toward a

low dimensional attractor which can consequently not be visualized in two or three

dimensions. However, even as the depiction of more than three dimensions is not

possible, a low-dimensional representation of a higher-dimensional system may nev-

ertheless deliver insights into the overall dynamics of the system. Consequently, in

Figure 4.10 some delay vectors according to Equation 4.5 with 500 elements each of

the formulation B pads are displayed. All observations are completed with a measure-

ment frequency of ≈ 230 kHz except the first row: it represents a brake application 9

with 50 kHz (Figure 4.10(a)), 100 kHz (Figure 4.10(b)) and 200 kHz (Figure 4.10(c))

sample rate. As already discussed in section 3.2.3 and reviewed from another per-

spective in section 4.3.2, the resulting phase space of the dynamics of the microscale

asperity characteristics of the sliding friction surfaces requires a time resolution that

is high enough to be unfolded: only the observation sampled with 200 kHz reveals a

kind of structure 10 (Figure 4.10(a) to 4.10(c)).

The second row illustrates the phase space reconstruction of a brake application, just

after the running-in at the beginning of an experiment (brake application no. 77)

and with constant speed, at the beginning (Figure 4.10(d)), in the middle (Figure

4.10(e)) and near the end (Figure 4.10(f)) of the brake application. Seemingly, the

trajectories of the section at the beginning of the brake application is slightly more

structured even down to smaller values than those from the center and the end of

the application. The observations illustrated in Figure 4.10(d-f) are the basis of the

largest Lyapunov coefficient estimation in section 4.3.3.

Finally, the last row demonstrates how the friction couple develops from being un-

adapted to adjusted: Figure 4.10(g) displays the phase space vectors at the beginning

of the very first brake application within an experiment. Evidently, the brake disk

surface and the pad surface are not yet aligned to each other 11 which obviously leads

9 The observations are made at the beginning of the brake application number 65 of the applied
test procedure SAE2521 [11] at v ≈ 80 km/h. The sampling starts at the same time stamp but
due to the different sampling rate the delay-vectors are stretched differently, within the concerned
observing time the velocity decay is ∆v ≈ 1.2 km/h.

10 Due to a better comparability, the delay is kept constant in all graphs. Adapting the delay was
supposed to promote a better unfolding of the observations with lower sampling rates but evidently
even with modified delays no clear picture of any structure became visible.

11 The surfaces of the friction couple strongly depend on the load history of the brake system. Without
the friction film, a thin film formed of the wear of the cast iron disk and the pad ingredients, the
dry friction contact is still inoperable or, to be more precise, the friction coefficient has not yet
developed and is significantly lower.
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to an unsystematic or stochastic structure. This characteristic is confirmed by the

visual inspection of the surfaces, examples are given in section 4.1.1. In contrast, the

structure of the dynamics of the subsequent brake application displayed in Figure

4.10(h) seems to be more ordered and conclusively the phase space trajectories of

the brake application following the first two, depicted in Figure 4.10(i), exhibit an

even more structured formation. The three discussed brake applications were hereby

carried out one after the other with identical parameters.

Obviously and actually expectedly, the phase space trajectories of the observed vi-

bration in the ultrasonic frequency range are evidently strongly correlated with the

characteristics of the nonlinear friction dynamics and the processes at the friction

interface. The high dimensional mechanics of the tribological system, mainly con-

sisting of the sliding partners and the particles and patches between them, at the

beginning acting seemingly stochastically or randomly, but after a period become

increasingly more and more arranged in a physical or even chemical manner. And

as a consequence they apparently operate organized or synchronized together. The

dynamics in this case of proper coordination potentially should have less active di-

mensions, since the three-dimensional reconstruction is hardly applicable to unfold

processes with significantly higher dimensions. Thus, a system with high number of

degrees of freedom would leave a less structured picture of phase trajectories as that

in Figure 4.10(d), or, less succinctly, in Figure 4.10(i). But again, the presentation

of higher dimensional systems in a three-dimensional figure naturally underlies lim-

itations.

The attributes of the trajectories, in particular the consideration of dimensionality is

researched in greater depth in section 4.3.2. Other ways of describing the trajectories

e.g. with Poincaré maps 12 had not enhanced the representation of the state space,

on the one hand because canceling just one dimension did not improve the unfolding

significantly and on the other because the noise of the data blurred the image. Other

and in this context more useful techniques to represent the states of the system have

been applied in section 4.4.1 on the basis of recurrence plots.

In summary, the phase space visualization even only with three dimensions has

turned out so far to be a useful method for detecting roughly the existence of any

12 Poincaré maps illustrate the intersection of a continuous dynamical system orbit with a lower
dimensional subspace, transversal to the flow of the system. It is one dimension smaller than the
original system but preserves many features of it. A Poincaré map differs from a recurrence plot
(see section 4.4.1) in such a way that space determines where to plot the intersection point and not
the time of recurrence.
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dynamical structure of the systems under consideration. As a type of diagnostic

modeling, it uncovers structures in the apparently random data. In contrast, the

visualization of the time series in strictly chronological order, thus a one-dimensional

row without any embedding or reconstruction, would lead to the assumption that

the friction interface vibration records would be purely random.

4.3.2 Estimation of Dimension

In the previous sections the data analysis raised the question of how many (active)

degrees of freedom play a role in the friction interface dynamics. Evidently, to de-

scribe the system, the estimation of dimensionality is essential. Therefore it must be

ensured that the embedding dimension, which has to be determined, is sufficiently

large to cover most of the mechanics and the particularities [60]. In this section, the

estimation of dimensionality was supplied by the method of false nearest neighbor

counting, introduced by Kennel et al. [33]. According to this method, the identi-

fication of the embedding dimension is based on the computation of the distances

between each point in the time series in an m-dimensional phase space and its near-

est neighbor. As the embedding dimension increases, the distance should not change

if the points are truly nearest neighbors in an unfolded phase space. The criterion

for a point to be a false neighbor, due to an embedding dimension chosen too low,

is then

|xn+1 − xk+1|
||~xn − ~xk||

> Dth, (4.6)

where Dth is a heuristically determined threshold value and ||~xi − ~xj || denotes the

Euclidean distance in the m-dimensional embedding space between point xn and

its nearest neighbor xk under consideration. When the fraction of points being

false nearest neighbors has become sufficiently small, the embedding is considered

as to be successful. The same concept but with some modifications which avoid

certain spurious results for noise, was suggested by Kantz and Schreiber [31]: based

on Equation 4.4 and with σ as the standard deviation of the data and Θ as the

Heaviside function it reads
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where x
(m)
k(n) is the closest neighbor to xn in m dimensions, i.e. k(n) is the index of

the time series element k different from n for which |xn − xk| = min.

It has to be noted that for systems with a certain amount of noise, i.e. basically

for all experimental systems, the system dynamics can often still be unfolded to

a large extent, as long as the effects of noise are rather weak in comparison to

the deterministic component of the dynamics. However, if very large embedding

dimensions are needed, noise may also strongly shadow the deterministic dynamics

of the system. In the present study, effects of noise are not considered explicitly;

it has been seen from the results that this purely deterministic approach works

surprisingly well. Apparently, stochastic aspects seem to play only a secondary role

for the present analysis 13 .

Figure 4.11 illustrates the results of calculations applying the false nearest neighbor

method to recorded time series. Three different brake applications were divided into

six equally spaced sections and the first 5000 samples of each are exploited in Figure

4.11(a, b, c). Evidently, the fraction of the false nearest neighbors as a function of

the embedding dimension decreases rapidly for embedding dimensions up to about

10 to 15. Then either the number of data-points becomes too small for the analysis or

the false nearest neighbor count increases again, due to the influence of measurement

noise. In case of Figure 4.11(a), the underlying data belong to a pad formulation with

moderate squeal propensity. Figure 4.11(b) depicts again six different data sections

but in this case from a friction couple that tends to generate more squeal in general.

Evidently, the necessary embedding dimensions are even lower, roughly in the span

of six to ten.

According to the previous considerations and estimations concerning further parts of

brake application data, the present results suggest that the deterministic part of the

system’s dynamics could be described in a phase space with only about (roughly) 6

to 15 dimensions. In parallel, noise is superimposed on the deterministic dynamics.

Nevertheless analyses of several data records have shown that even with varying con-

13 Other studies analogous to the current one have been conducted by [20, 73]. But in opposition to
the present work, computer based simulation data has been used. Since computer modeling does
typically however, not include sub-scale dynamics and corresponding complex vibration components,
the specific questions related to the role of noise did not appear there.
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Figure 4.11: Phase space reconstruction: the fraction of false nearest
neighbors as a function of the embedding dimension for each
six different sections within a brake application. The time se-
ries data originate from time series data of pad formulations
with moderate squeal behavior (a) and with a generally high
noise propensity (b). Fractions of an under-sampled series
depicted in (c) and the dimension estimation for white noise
in (d).

ditions in terms of brake system parameters 14 , the aspect of a rather low embedding

14 The velocity within the break application in Figure 4.11(a) decreases from v = 80 km/h to v = 30
km/h while the temperature increases from T = 100◦C to T = 160◦C. Figure 4.11(b) shows the
result for a drag brake application with a constant velocity v = 3 km/h and temperature T ' 60◦C,
while the friction coefficient increases from µ = 0.38 to 0.48. Similar to the data in Figure 4.11(b)
but with a temperature of T ' 100◦C the estimation of dimension is depicted in Figure 4.11(c).
The delay in these examples is τ = 4.
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dimension persists.

In addition it has to be noted that in case of too low sampling rates the estimation

of the dimensionality fails. E.g., Figure 4.11(c) shows a sampling rate of only about

40 kHz, which corresponds roughly with the beginning of the ultrasonic range of

about 20 kHz when reconstructed, according to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling the-

orem. The fraction of false nearest neighbors remains still rather high, between 0.3

and 0.4, and does therefore not yet allow a reasonable estimation of the embedding

dimension. In turn this suggests that sampling with 230 kHz in fact seems to cap-

ture the relevant dynamics for reaching a successful embedding. For completeness

and to compare the dimension estimation of the experimental system with a pure

stochastic one, the results of the approach at hand in the case of random white noise

time series data is analyzed and contrasted in Figure 4.11(d): then the ratio of false

nearest neighbors does not fall below a limit of about of 50%.

Additionally, and to improve the assessment of estimations of suitable embedding di-

mensions, further systems have been compared. As the Lorenz attractor 15 is a pure

deterministic, chaotic system, it provides a basis for the estimation of preceding cal-

culations. In combination with added stochastic noise it supplies an estimate for the

reliability of the assumptions made so far. Figure 4.12 illustrates the fraction of false

nearest neighbors as a function of the embedding dimension for the Lorenz system.

Evidently, in case of the noise-free deterministic system (black curve), the assessment

shows that the fraction equals zero with an embedding dimension of m = 3, natu-

rally, because the Lorenz system is three-dimensional. When only 10% of white noise

is added to the deterministic time series (blue curve), the picture is much less clear.

The estimation tends to propose a higher embedding than the deterministic portion

alone would need. Remarkably, the comparatively small amount of corrupting noise

alone leads to a fraction of false neighbors of ≈ 60% for a three-dimensional embed-

ding. And the estimation performs much worse in the case of 50% added noise: in

this case no clear picture appears (red curve). This is similar to pure noise in Figure

4.11(d).

The outcome is even more surprising when viewed in comparison to the high-

dimensional experimental time series under consideration: the estimations in Figure

15 The Lorenz attractor is a linked system of three ordinary differential equation with real numbers
and real-valued, time dependent functions. It is discussed more in detail in section 4.4.
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4.11(a+b) already suggest appropriate embedding dimension roughly in the range

of ten with much smaller fractions of false neighbors, in contrast to the three-

dimensional Lorenz system with 10% noise. Obviously, the experimental data con-

tain less amount of stochastic processes than it has been assumed. From this it

seems reasonable that false nearest neighbor ratios below values of 10% or 20%, as

they result for the presently measured vibrational data, strongly indicate dominant

deterministic dynamics.
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Figure 4.12: Phase space reconstruction: the fraction of false nearest
neighbors as a function of the embedding dimension of a noise
free Lorenz time series (black), Lorenz system corrupted with
10% (blue) and 50% (red) white noise. Control parameters
are σ = 10, ρ = 28, β = 8/3.

The low-dimensional characteristics are quite surprising, reconsidering the friction

interface system: a large number of dynamical processes is active at the interface

of a brake pad when sliding over a brake disk. A huge amount wear particles flow

and form a third body, acoustic waves such as bulk waves or surface waves may be

excited, relaxation processes take place, possibly synchronization appears, to name

just a few. Thus, to capture all these dynamically active and relevant effects, it

should likely be considered that a large number of degrees of freedom have to be

taken into account. In view of this and the overall complexity of a complete braking

system, the apparently low embedding dimension during non-squealing condition is

quite a surprising result. Also, the system does not seem to be in a state that is just

randomly excited by interface processes: the embedding analysis suggests that the

nonlinear structural dynamics seem to select a rather small number of active degrees
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of freedom responding to the processes at the friction interface.

4.3.3 Estimation of Lyapunov Exponents

The investigations discussed in the preceding section indicated that rather low-

dimensional dynamics hiding behind the steady sliding than high-dimensional stochas-

tic processes dominate the mechanics in friction brakes. It now appears quite con-

sequent to consider, if possibly a strange attractor is involved and if this is proven

to be true, to further characterize it. A widespread procedure for characterizing a

dynamic system concerning its type, which means conservative, dissipative or diver-

gent, is based on the calculation of Lyapunov exponents. This classification is made

possible by the fact that the Lyapunov exponents of a dynamical system describe the

temporal change in separation between adjacent points in phase space. They jointly

form the Lyapunov spectrum [16]. A positive exponent corresponds to a direction

with phase space expansion and indicates a strange attractor. Negative exponents

are related to phase space contraction in the corresponding directions. In most cases

however, only the largest exponent is considered, since in deterministic systems a

single positive Lyapunov exponent is already a sufficient criterion for chaos. In the

following is correspondingly always meant the largest exponent when referring to the

Lyapunov exponent.

Figure 4.13: Lyapunov estimation for different sampling rates (a). Evo-
lution of the distances between nearby trajectories of brake
vibration data over time subjected to different neighborhood
diameters ε (b).
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The Lyapunov exponent was determined, after an appropriate embedding, by the

following well-established approach [31]: for a given reference point of the embedded

time series, the average of all distances to neighboring points within a neighborhood

of radius ε is computed. Then all the so selected points are followed forward in

time and the time-evolution of the averaged distances is recorded. The slope of

the natural logarithm of the resulting function then gives the maximum Lyapunov

coefficient. To obtain a global measure, the procedure is applied to a large number

of reference points, and the local results are averaged. Formally the procedure can

then be denoted as

S (ε,m, n) =
1

N

N∑
n0=1

ln

 1

| U (xn0) |
∑

xn∈U(xn0)

|xn0+∆n − xn+∆n|

 , (4.8)

where xn0 are the N reference points, U (xn0) stands for the neighborhood of xn0

with neighborhood size ε and ∆n denotes the discrete time variables, due to the data

acquisition.

The procedure can be applied successfully if the resulting function S shows linear

scaling behavior for a substantial range of time. Of course scaling cannot be expected

for too short times, since then the exponentially growing part of the flow does not

yet dominate the other components. And also for too large lengths of time, scaling

has broken down, since the idea of a Lyapunov exponent as a local measure did not

apply any more. Hence, only if S shows reasonably linear scaling for a substantial

interval, the maximum Lyapunov exponent can be determined from the slope in that

interval.

Before the approach can be applied, one has to make sure that the sampling rate

is high enough to catch the relevant dynamic phenomena. Figure 4.13(a) shows S

for different sampling rates. One may see that for too low sampling rates, i.e. even

for rates at about 100 kHz, a scaling range cannot be clearly identified. For larger

sampling rates a scaling range shows up (black curve). This suggests that firstly

the sampling rate is then high enough to include the significant interface processes,

and secondly that the calculation approach for the largest Lyapunov exponent has

then become self-consistent. In compliance with previous investigations, again, this

is an indication that the dynamics in focus need to be acquired with a high enough

sampling rate.

Another important issue in this context is the estimation of the neighborhood size

ε (an Euclidean norm is assumed). Obviously, too small values of ε would render
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the analysis highly erroneous, since then a too small a population of states follows

to evaluate the Lyapunov exponent and measurement noise plays an overlarge role.

Contrariwise, when ε is too large, nonlocal effects grow in importance and the ap-

proach should also fail [31]. Figure 4.13(b) gives the actual behavior of S for different

ε. It shows that for 0.003 . ε . 0.013 the results yield about the same slope for 8 .

n . 18.

This slope can be taken as an estimation of the maximal Lyapunov exponent λ when

the slope indicates a linear increase with identical gradient for all dimensionsm larger

than some m0 and for a reasonable range of ε [31]. Evidently, the characteristics of

the present time series comply with the given requirements.

From the data which are used to determine the neighborhood size ε in Figure 4.13(b),

Lyapunov exponents can thus directly be read off the slope within the linear scaling

range of S. In the present estimation the largest Lyapunov exponent yields λ = Ø

0.021± 0.004. In this result the error has been estimated from the linear regression

used to obtain the slopes and is given as a measure of uncertainty or error due to the

arbitrariness of selecting ε within the described range. The calculation was accom-

plished for a series of n = 1000 samples in non-squealing condition with a dimension

m = 8 and a delay τ = 4.

Concerning the estimation of the Lyaponov exponent in this section so far, the

underlying records contain exclusively data of states in which the brake has been

running in a non-squealing state. To reveal interrelations between the deterministic

chaotic dynamics and the squeal behavior of the overall system, if indeed there even

are some, the transition from non-squealing to squealing states has been examined

in the following 16 . Therefore, a record of roughly one minute duration under

unchanged external conditions has been used as a reference. Compared with the

observations displayed in Figure 4.13, the only modification in terms of external

brake parameters and conditions, was in the preceding load history; the observations

derive from the same experiment.

Figure 4.14(a) gives results for a number of different sections while each is based

on data records within early phases of this total measurement. Again a reasonable

16 According to the restrictions concerning the dynamic overhead due to focusing on a wide dynamic
range on the microscale, comprehensive analyses of squealing states were limited, see also section
3.2.3.
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scaling region becomes evident. The deviation of the estimated Lyapunov exponent

in comparison of that described in Figure 4.13(b) is relatively small, in this instance

it yields λ = Ø 0.027± 0.003. The environment size ε was set to the fixed value of

ε = 0.005 and the embedding parameters again were determined as dimension m = 8

and delay τ = 4. Apparently, the underlying time series fragments are quite similar

regarding their resulting slope, thus the velocity with which states in phase space

diverge. After about 30 seconds within this measurement the brake did however,

start to squeal 17 . Thus, within the present context the estimation of the largest

Lyapunov exponent has been repeated when the brake was in a state just before

squeal and after the squeal had set in (Figure 4.14).

When the brake is still non-squealing, but a posteriori it is known that squeal will

appear within a short period, the behavior (Figure 4.14b) is rather similar to what

was seen before. There is still a scaling range pointing to a positive Lyapunov

exponent yielding λ = Ø 0.029 ± 0.004 which is in the range of the non-squealing

state, and obviously distant enough in time from the transition. However, the length

of the scaling region seems to have become markedly smaller. In contrast, when

squeal has set in, the scaling range disappeared (Figure 4.14(c)). From analyzing

this ‘approach to squeal’ for a number of different measurements, the conclusion

becomes evident that the length of the scaling range continuously decreases when

the system comes closer to the squealing state. Squealing and non-squealing states

thus seem to differ substantially with respect to their largest Lyapunov exponents:

the non-squealing state has a positive exponent, which points towards underlying

chaos-like dynamics, while the squealing state does not manifest positive exponents.

In part the findings correspond well with the usually accepted picture of generation

of squeal: typically squeal is thought to be related to the occurrence of a limit-

cycle oscillation of the brake, possibly initiated through an instability of the steady

sliding state. The present finding of non-positive Lyapunov exponents in the case of

squeal corresponds well to this picture, since the largest Lyapunov exponent during

limit cycle oscillation should just be zero. However, the finding of positive Lyapunov

exponents during steady sliding, contradicts assumptions in state-of-the-art modeling

and the widespread idea of steady sliding which corresponds to a fixed-point, or

17 The phenomenon of a brake system changing from a non-squealing to a squealing state, or vice
versa, is actually quite often observed and typically attributed to the change of unknown inner or
underlying variables which control unknown excitation mechanisms. E.g. the interface temperature
which may influence the contact situation; or the wear state. In sum, it is assumed to be exhibited
due to friction interface modifications, both local and integral.
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Figure 4.14: Lyapunov exponent estimation of brake vibration data of five
different sections each: in non-squealing condition (a) and in
transition from non-squealing to squealing condition (b). At-
tempt to estimate the maximum Lyapunov exponent in squeal-
ing condition (c).

equilibrium solution of the system. Together with the dimension estimation in the

previous section, it suggests that the resulting irregular dynamics of the friction-

excited system during steady squeal-free sliding are in fact based on a more or less

low-dimensional strange attractor which is only slightly affected by superimposed

noise. The present analysis rather indicates that the seemingly steadily sliding and

non-squealing system is in fact in a state of irregular chaos-like dynamics; of course

it has, on long time and large length scales, appeared stationary (see also section

4.2). But when taking into account the faster time and shorter length-scales, this
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seems not to be an adequate picture.

And it corresponds well with the findings concerning the intermittent behavior during

sliding which is investigated with other techniques in the succeeding section 4.4.1.

4.4 Recurrence and Intermittency

Recurrence, i.e. the state of a system coming arbitrarily close to a previous state

after some time, is a very widespread phenomenon of many complex systems and

is especially well known from natural systems [37, 39, 40]. The recurrence of states

e.g. in nature has been known for a long time in various sciences. Some examples

of phenomena at different scales are the Milankovich Periodic Seasonal Cycles 18

of the earth on a time scale of tens of thousands of years, irregular cycles such as

the El Niño Southern Oscillation 19 with a cycle duration of some few years, or the

recurrence phenomena in Cosmic-ray Intensity 20 with a periodicity of about one

month.

According to the discussions about the scales that are applicable to the processes

in friction interface in preceding sections, they are obviously much shorter than the

above mentioned examples. Nevertheless, the techniques which are appropriate for

the description of recurrences are independent from where the scales of the phenom-

ena under consideration are located. To visualize recurrence phenomena, a usually

high-dimensional state-space has to be taken into consideration [27, 28], which ba-

sically means that low-order models do fail in capturing essential properties of the

arising system dynamics. Eckman et al. [17] however, first introduced a technique

that overcomes the difficulty of spanning the high-dimensional state-space by intro-

ducing the approach of building up what is now typically called a recurrence plot: a

square matrix is considered, where each axis corresponds to a time-axis. If a state

18 Milankovitch theory, firstly presented 1924, describes large scale effects of changes in the earth’s
movements upon its climate: one full cycle of the earth’s axis precession lasts roughly 26 000 years.
Additionally, the angle between the rotational axis and the normal to the plane of its orbit exhibits
a 41 000 years cycle.

19 The El Niño Southern Oscillation is a complex, coupled system which describes the interrelation
between variations in the temperature of the surface of the tropical eastern Pacific Ocean and the
air surface pressure of the tropical western Pacific. It is assumed that the cycle time is twofold, a
shorter cycle of about 7 years and a larger one with roughly 30 years are somehow coupled.

20 Recurrences phenomena in the daily mean cosmic-ray intensities have shown a cycle periodicity of
around 28days; 1939 discussed by Monk.
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recurs after a certain time-interval, the corresponding point in the matrix is marked,

such that formally the components Rij of the recurrence matrix can be specified by

Rεij = θ(ε− ||xi − xj ||), (4.9)

where a (possibly high-dimensional) state at a certain time ti is denoted as xi, ε is

a threshold parameter, and θ stands for the Heaviside step function. If only a time

series of scalar values is available, the phase space can be reconstructed by using a

time delay embedding 21 , see also section 4.3.

Instead of using a threshold value, the distance between each state at a given time

and the state at a later time can also be plotted directly:

Dij = ||xi − xj ||. (4.10)

The resulting plot displays the distances between the states and in this way it also

characterizes the recurrence behavior. This representation is usually called distance

plot and sometimes also global recurrence plot [30].

The recurrence characteristics of the phase space trajectory of dynamical systems

often contain single dots and / or lines which are vertical or horizontal and others

run parallel to the mean diagonal, named the line of identity (LOI). Hereby, the

diagonal lines represent fragments of the trajectory which run parallel for some time

in phase space and the vertical lines symbolize sections which remain in a similar

phase space region for a certain time. Single, isolated recurrence points may occur

in case when states are rare or if they do not persist for any duration. They may

also hint towards processes which fluctuate heavily or that are uncorrelated random.

The attributes of a chaotic, analytical system without noise, as comparison to the

experimental records under consideration with noise and possibly other statistical

processes, is explained using a clear example: according to the applied control pa-

rameters, Figure 4.18(a) shows a part of the time series based on the Lorenz attractor
22 . Obviously, in the case of appropriate control parameters, the Lorentz attractor

21 However, it was found and has to be considered that delay embedding in some cases may produce
spurious structures in recurrence plots [63].

22 The Lorenz system is a linked system of three ordinary differential equation with real numbers
a, b, c and real-valued, time dependent functions

dx

dt
= σ(Y −X),

dy

dt
= X(ρ− Z)− Y, dz

dt
= XY − βZ.
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Figure 4.15: Recurrence plot of a segment of the phase space trajectory of
the Lorenz attractor with parameters σ = 10, ρ = 28, β = 8/3

itself performs discontinuous: the system spends long periods close to the periodic

orbit, but occasionally moves away for phases of chaotic dynamics that cover the rest

of the attractor. This scenario, usually called intermittency, was firstly described by

Pomeau and Manneville [58]. According to this characteristic, the corresponding re-

currence plot manifests the intermittent behavior: Figure 4.15 depicts recurrences of

a fragment of the phase space trajectory of the Lorenz system. Many short diagonal

lines with a rather homogeneous distribution represent epochs in which the phase

space trajectory progresses analogous to precedent or subsequent trajectories, stating

that states and dynamics are similar in these periods. The discontinuous diagonal

lines reveal hereby the unstable orbit of the chaotic and fully deterministic Lorenz

system. In contradiction to a harmonic oscillator, the distances between the diagonal

lines are not constant. The differences represent therefore the irregular periods of

cycles which is characteristic for intermittent systems.

The resulting time series is displayed in Figure 4.18(a) and discussed in section 4.4.2.
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To allow a thorough evaluation of the present experimental observations, again by

means of recurrence analyses, the known characteristics of the Lorenz system have

been rediscovered for comparison purposes. This is illustrated in the next section.

4.4.1 Recurrence Analysis

Figure 4.16: Recurrence plots of 5ms brake application at the beginning of
an experiment (a) and after thermal load (b), distance plots
(c, d) corresponding to the first 200 samples of (a, b)

Unlike the recurrence plots of differential equation systems such as the Lorenz attrac-

tor, the recurrence plots of experimentally measured data evidently imply in addition

both noise and errors of measurement. But undoubtedly, they are helpful when in-
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vestigating systems without an established model, if only the impact of parasitic

influences is sufficiently small. In the present context, the phase space reconstruc-

tion in section 4.3.2 suggested that the resulting dynamics are largely deterministic

in the sense that remaining stochastic components seem weak.

Consequently, the recurrence plot technique, in particular developed for nonlinear

deterministic dynamical systems, has been applied. Necessary for this technique is

the estimation of the embedding dimensions (see section 4.4). The assessment of the

dimensionality of the friction interface mechanics was described and carried out and

in section 4.3.2, accordingly. For all subsequent computations thus consequently,

unless otherwise indicated, a dimension of m = 10 has been applied.

Figure 4.16 shows typical recurrence plots of the time series friction vibration records

during a drag brake application, i.e. a brake application with constant sliding speed.

During this brake application the system did not exhibit squealing noise or any

other low-frequency vibration, such that the vibration signal equals the broad-band

background signature of steady sliding. Figure 4.16(a) represents the recurrence plot

of a brake application for the duration of 5ms at the beginning of an experiment.

In contrast, Figure 4.16(b) contains the data of a brake application after roughly

1400 brake applications and a fading module in which the friction interface has been

heated up beyond 650 ◦C 23 . Figures 4.16(c, d) expand the first 200 samples of

Figures 4.16(a, b) on the basis of distance plots, respectively.

The recurrence plots show a number of marked features. Firstly, in Figures 4.16(c,

d) there is a fine-structure of parallel, diagonally oriented lines. They basically

indicate that after a state has recurred to a certain region in state space, both the

original, as well as the recurring state evolve pretty much in parallel for a while,

and also resemble each other again after a certain interval in time, which is a sign

for (stable or unstable) periodic solutions underlying the overall dynamics. The

diagonal fine-structure also shows that for most times, there does not seem to be

a truly strong stochastic influence, which would lead to quick random separation

of trajectories after recurrence. Interestingly, the fine-structure seems much weaker

after thermal loading, which suggests that the thermal treatment provides some sort

of randomizing of the resulting dynamics.

23 Drastic load in vehicle brake testing such as the so called fading is a wide-spread procedure to
explore the behavior and performance, both braking power and noise, of a friction brake after
thermal load.
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In addition and secondly, in Figures 4.16(a, b) is also a checkerboard structure in

the plot: there are darker regions indicating that the system is somehow trapped in

the momentary state, and there are brighter regions where trapping or recurrence

is less pronounced. In analogy to fluid dynamics the states within the darker re-

gions are sometimes called laminar states [39], while the states in brighter regions

correspondingly might be called turbulent states.

Interestingly, the present visualization suggests that after about 1ms (correspond-

ing to about 200 samples) darker regions are disrupted, which means that on this

time-scale the underlying evolution of the states deviates strongly from the previ-

ous laminar evolution. It seems plausible that these disruptions should be caused

by processes in the contact interface, like e.g. break away of asperities or plateaus.

Although the analysis cannot give mechanistic explanations on the specifics of the

underlying processes, it does however allow to extract quantitative measures charac-

terizing them.

Summarizing the findings: seemingly the vibration dynamics appear to be strongly

deterministic and dominated by periodic processes on short time-scales and ran-

dom influences do not seem to be marked. For longer time-scales of about 10ms

the system shows however, strong disruptive behavior between regular laminar and

turbulence-like behavior. The conclusion in this section, that random, stochastic

and parasitic influences play only a minor role in the overall dynamics, was already

supported by the outcome of the estimation of dimensionality (see page 50).

Although recurrence plots allow basic inspections and deliver first essential informa-

tion about the dynamics of the system under consideration, no quantitative measures

are supplied. For a more comprehensive characterization, quantifying measures have

been developed; this is discussed in the next sections.

4.4.2 Recurrence Quantification Analysis

Figure 4.16 represents recurrence plots in two different conditions of the brake sys-

tem under consideration. In view of the enormous number of resulting patterns and

features as a consequence of the large amount of corresponding states the friction

interface may assume, a more comprehensive analysis and classification for consol-

idating the recurrence descriptions seems desirable. Hence, the concretion of the

visual inspection of recurrence plots leads from the qualitative examination to a

quantification of the time series. The heuristic approach to quantify recurrence plots

is called recurrence quantification analysis (RQA). The RQA is a conceptual method
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of quantifying the statistics of recurrences, therefore mainly the number and the du-

ration of states are counted. From a chronological view it means to follow the state

space trajectory of a dynamical system and to remember each state and compare it

with all subsequent states. One of the main advantages of the RQA is its application

for quantifying the small-scale structures of recurrence plots even for short and non-

stationary data. Related efforts were firstly developed by Zbilut and Webber Jr. [74].

Subsequently the presented measures were extended with further quantifications by

Marvan [41].

The particular characteristics of recurrence plots, e.g. lines , their orientation and

interruptions, periodic structures and unstructured accumulations of points, all that

attributes correspond to a typical behavior of the phase space trajectory (see also

section 4.4). To quantify these specific features, several measures have been estab-

lished 24 and some of them will be discussed in the following.

The most straightforward measure is the recurrence rate (RR) which reflects the den-

sity of recurrence points in a recurrence plot. With the Recurrence R of all points

N at the according recurrence point with indices i, j it yields

RR =
1

N2

N∑
i,j=1

R(i, j). (4.11)

RR hints the recurrence probability of a particular situation.

Since deterministic processes show long diagonal lines in recurrence plots, quite ob-

viously the estimation of the percentage of recurrence points that form diagonal lines

with length ` is a measure for the deterministic behavior and the predictability of a

dynamical system. With P (`) as the frequency distribution and `min as the minimum

length of diagonal lines, the determinism (DET) can be calculated by

DET =

N∑
`=`min

` P (`)

N∑
i,j=1

R(i, j)

. (4.12)

24 In parallel, network-based concepts have been applied within the last decades, in particular in the
case of spatially extended systems to describe network dynamics. Typical measures for network-
based concepts are e.g. the link density, degree centrality, average path length and the local and global
clustering [35]. In fact, the recurrence matrix of an enclosed mechanical system and the adjacency
matrix of an extended network such as neural, computer, social and transportation networks or
even the global climate system are quite similar: the recurrence matrix represents the neighbors in
phase space and the adjacency matrix represents the links in a network [38].
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Accordingly, information about the average predictability of the systems is given by

the averaged diagonal line length (L):

L =

N∑
`=`min

` P (`)

N∑
`=`min

P (`)

. (4.13)

As the friction interface under consideration shows significant intermittent charac-

teristics with typical laminar phases (see section 4.4.1), the question of how often

the dynamical system recurs in this state becomes a focal point. The answer is deliv-

ered by the measure laminarity (LAM): the quantity of recurrence points that shape

vertical lines with length v and a minimum length vmin can be estimated by

LAM =

N∑
v=vmin

v P (v)

N∑
v=1

v P (v)

, (4.14)

where P (v) is the frequency distribution of the vertical lines with length v. Evidently,

LAM represents the occurrence of laminar states of the system while neglecting their

length. A more informative value, in terms of the time length the system persists in

a certain phase, is given by the trapping time (TT):

TT =

N∑
v=vmin

v P (v)

N∑
v=vmin

P (v)

, (4.15)

which simply computes the average length of the vertical line structures, again with

length v and the minimum length vmin.

For the analysis of transitions within the actual friction interface time series, e.g.

from laminar phases to limit cycles, the mentioned measures allow the time de-

pendent characterization of the friction interface when windowed calculations are

applied. This will be implemented in the subsequent section. Additionally, some of

the RQA measures that were introduced have been consulted to characterize the dy-

namics and the vibrational behavior of the present brake system and will be discussed
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Figure 4.17: Spectral frequency shift caused by a squeal event

there in more detail.

4.4.3 Recurrence Quantification Analysis
and Squeal Propensity

As already indicated in the introduction of this study, the causal relationship between

the mechanics in non-squealing state, i.e. mechanics progressing at microsecond-

scales and below, and the propensity of the system to pass into a limit cycle, thus,

the squeal propensity, is still mostly unknown. Consequently, examining the corre-

sponding states and applying describing and quantifying measures accordingly, even

without knowledge of the direct causal relation, would nevertheless help to describe

the systems behavior. Such describing attributes for first estimations have been al-

ready introduced in section 4.4.2.

The investigations of the precedent chapters concerning the analyses of time series

characteristics have been mostly limited to measurements of the system in non-

squealing states. These states have allowed a detailed view at the microscale me-

chanics: tuning the dynamic measurement range has permitted a high observation
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accuracy even at very low amplitudes (see section 3.1). Evidently, too high (tonal)

amplitudes, induced by squeal, have led to records with significant distortion. How-

ever, the present brake system has emitted brake squeal in certain preparation set-

ups in the audible range of 2 kHz to 8 kHz. Corresponding data sections have been

omitted, consequently, in preceding investigations.

Nonetheless and more detailed, squeal events with low enough vibration amplitudes

that have not exceeded the dynamic range of the signal amplifiers, have been used for

analyzing the system being in transition to the limit cycle and in squealing condition.

In this context, squeal events with lower amplitudes have had in general only a small

influence on the broad banded vibration and this impact has decreased from lower

to higher frequencies. However, even though the impacts have been quite small, the

squeal event displayed in Figure 4.17 at fsqueal ≈ 2 kHz 25 between the 6th and 7th

second of the recording, influenced the entire underlying dynamics. Although the

influence has been somewhat small, a slight shift of the distribution is notable, e.g.

close to 40 kHz. In contrast, the squeal event with the same frequency between the

8th and 9th second with a lower amplitude has had nearly no visible effect on the

energy distribution in the frequency domain. This marks the threshold which decides

if an examination is still reasonable: as the objective of the present work has been

focused on the small-scaled underlying friction interface dynamics, the observations

have only made sense so far, when guaranteeing that the influence of the surrounding

(instable) brake system and signal distortion did not invalidate the evaluation. This

is important in so far as the appearance of harmonics may have various sources and

the shift of the high frequency content has not been adequate clarified.

Moreover, when a squeal has reached even higher amplitudes, the small scale dynam-

ics of the friction interface have become hidden and the applied analysis techniques

have not delivered further insight in the dynamics 26 . Consequently, all records have

been reviewed concerning the above mentioned threshold and according observations

have been rejected 27 . This has in no way harmed the study, because, as already

25 The equidistant horizontal lines above the fundamental tone but below 10 kHz mark the harmonic
components as no overtone filtering has been applied.

26 Following the precedent considerations regarding the measurement range, foregoing experiments
with higher vibration amplitudes and less sensitive amplifier inputs had revealed that that config-
uration had made it impossible to capture strong squeal events and the microscale dynamics in
parallel. Hereby, it could not be established with certainty whether this was related to possibly
completely changed mechanical behavior or simply due to the measurement setup restrictions.

27 As it would be inappropriate to just omit some observations with too high amplitudes within a time
series, in this case the entire brake application has been discarded.
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revealed in section 4.3.3, there is much more information in the non-squealing condi-

tion and the dynamics in transition from this state to a limit cycle. In that context it

became apparent that the deterministic dynamics in non-squealing condition, prior

to their transition to the limit cycle, inherit some of the information of the very near

future.
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Figure 4.18: Time series segment of the Lorenz attractor (a) and the corre-
spondent laminarity (b); control parameters σ = 10, ρ = 28,
β = 8/3

Although various RQA measures, including those that are described by the Equa-

tions 4.11 to 4.15, have been tested to quantify the condition of the friction contact,

especially two attributes in particular have turned out to carry most of the infor-
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mation in focus. Accordingly to the flow of fluids in pipes, as an example, the flow

of wear particles in the friction interface has been similarly characterized as either

a more laminar flow or a stream with turbulences [19]. Vertical lines in recurrence

plots have hinted in section 4.4.1 at the presence of laminar states. Based on that,

the laminarity (LAM) and trapping time (TT) have been computed according to

Equation 4.14 and 4.15.

Figure 4.19: Recurrence quantification analysis and squeal

But firstly and for easier interpretation of the estimations concerning the experimen-

tal data, the Lorenz attractor with known deterministic dynamics has been consid-

ered: the correspondence between LAM (Figure 4.18(b)) and the one-dimensional

time series values over time (Figure 4.18(a)) of the Lorenz system (see section 4.4) are

depicted in Figure 4.18. Evidently, the intermittent behavior of the system, revealed

by the related time-wise progress in Figure 4.18(a), namely, the irregular disruptions

between quasi-periodic orbits, are reflected by the LAM. Values near zero indicate

either disruptions or non periodic behavior or other processes quickly followed one af-

ter each other. In contrast, higher values point towards a more laminar development.

In this context has to be considered that a direct and evident relationship between

the time series and the laminarity cannot be expected since each LAM value is a

result of computation windows comprising multiple data points. For the calculation

of Figure 4.18 1000 data points have been applied, with a shift of ten samples from
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window to window. Following this, the LAM does not reach higher values because

one calculation window includes multiple disruptions.

As every deflection 28 of the sliding brake pad leads to an oscillation, the assumption

that larger LAMs and TTs are more likely to decrease the squeal propensity, has

seemed natural at first glance. Figure 4.19 displays the LAM, the TT 29 , and the

squeal sound pressure level (SPL) exemplarily for a brake application containing a

squeal event 30 . The discontinuance of the LAM and the TT parallel to the onset of

the squeal with an amplitude > 80 dB, originated from the high vibration amplitudes

which overexcited the data acquisition (see chapter 3.2 and foregoing discussion),

however, in the case of the second squeal with lower amplitude, it has become obvious

that the LAM and the TT have not or only slightly been affected by the presence

of squeal with a low enough amplitude. Moreover, although no direct relationship

between the RQA measures and the onset of instabilities has been found, the squeal

has occurred when the LAM and the TT have been comparatively small. Due to

many more parameters and dynamic phenomena which influence the behavior of the

brake system, the context between RQA measures and the squeal propensity has not

been in evidence for every state and every detail, but nevertheless, a significant trend

has been observed.

Consequently, to obtain a more general idea of the interrelationships, three experi-

ments based on SAE2521 [11] brake test procedures were executed (details are given

in chapter 3.2). Two modules each, the bedding and the first noise matrix 31 , de-

livered time series data for a comparison (Figure 4.20). The upper graph (Figure

4.20(a)) underlies a friction couple with a very low squeal propensity while the data

depicted in the middle (Figure 4.20(b)) descend from brake pad formulations with a

medium probability of squeal events. The lower chart represents an experiment with

28 Deflections of the brake pad are supposed to have various sources, e.g.: local or global friction
variations, surface inhomogeneities of the brake pad or the disk, mechanical force impacts or, more
generally, modifications of the contact situation dedicated to various causes.

29 The calculation of LAM and TT has been based on the following phase space reconstruction values:
embedding dimension = 8, delay = 4, norm = Euclidean, blocklength = 1000 samples.

30 In contrast to the before mentioned data processing which would have omitted this brake application
due to amplitudes over the threshold, in this case it is applicable since the data is not part of an
overall view and the distorted parts are clearly identifiable.

31 The bedding contains brake application starting at 80 km/h and 100 ◦C, ending at 30 km/h, with
alternating brake pressures; the noise matrix holds drag brake applications at 3 km/h and 10 km/h
with varying temperatures and brake pressures. Velocity specifications are related to vehicle speed,
therefore the vehicle speed of 1 km/h equals ≈ 113mm/s sliding velocity of the pads on the brake
disk.
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Figure 4.20: Laminarities of three different brake pad formulations with
corresponding noise events: (a) Laminarities of an almost
quiet brake pad formulation, moderate quiet brake pad formu-
lation (b) and of a noisy brake pad formulation (c); colored
dots mark noise events with sound pressure levels according
to corresponding colorbar.
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a comparatively high accumulation of noise (Figure 4.20(c)). Each black dot is the

outcome of a laminarity calculation from 1000 samples each and the colored points

reflect squeal events with the given frequency and an amplitude corresponding to

the given color bar 32 . In the presence of squeal amplitude above the threshold,

the laminarities are not plotted as indicated above. Regarding the calculation of the

depicted laminarities, the phase space was reconstructed with an eight-dimensional

embedding and the Euclidean norm was used to compute the distances between all

possible vectors (Equation 4.14). Regarding the threshold cutoff ε that determines if

a vector pair is said to be recurrent, the identification has turned out to be crucial.

Various static alignments of ε have been examined but the correlating results then

suggested to apply dynamic values. Since the system state changes, regarding the

three experiments, from large to small accelerations on a scale of more than 100 dB,

the most meaningful outcome was derived by adapted thresholds. In this context,

the standard deviation of the analyzed time series data frames appeared as the most

meaningful limit. It has to be considered hereby that on the one hand, evidently,

the dynamic repositioning of the threshold impedes the comparableness of separate

modules within the experiments themselves, but on the other eases to match them

amongst each other.

Obviously, the shape of the laminarities in the bedding section differs significantly

between Figures 4.20(a), 4.20(b) and 4.20(c). While the upper time series exhibits

laminarities over the full scale from zero to one 33 , with a higher concentration in

the range of zero to 0.3 and 0.8 to one, the picture at the bottom represent LAM’s

up to one as well but with a significantly lower quantity and most of the values stay

below 0.1. The estimation of the experiment displayed in the middle shows values

in between the two in a medium range, respectively. Regarding the LAM’s in the

noise matrix module, the dissimilarities are even larger. The laminarities of the

32 Each squeal event is represented as one SPL per brake application; the highest amplitude of the
recorded air-borne noise with the corresponding frequency is thereby depicted.

33 In theory, when the laminarity equals one, it means that 100 percent of the 1000 observations
within a data frame are considered to be located in the same area of the phase space. Conversely,
if no laminar phases appear, the lamanarity yields zero. In this context, it must be noted that
all estimations regarding the phase space and necessary heuristic values certainly play a role. The
applied parameters may have in certain cases led to not-perfect adapted thresholds as the relevant
values have been a compromise to cover an enormous amount of data. If the laminarity equals
a value near 1, the threshold might be too large and as a consequence, observations below this
threshold are regarded as being close to each other in phase space. However, in consideration of the
reproducibility and comparability it has manifested that in keeping the algorithm for the threshold
estimations constant, the outcome resulted in more expressive answers, when neglecting some minor
inaccuracies.
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quiet formulation in Figure 4.20(a) are much more pronounced than in the case of

the medium and the fully noisy experiment. Seemingly, the occurrence of noises in

(b) and (c) and the absence of squeal in the first case are well corresponding with

the estimated laminarities: the friction couples with less squeal propensity show a

higher LAM in their sliding state.

Seemingly, as a matter of fact, the detail that the characteristics of the system,

namely the squeal propensity, are measurable even in non-squealing condition, is

quite remarkable. Expressed in other words, this means that the low-dimensional

and deterministic friction interface dynamics on a microscale, which characteristic

is friction contact inherent, possess information about the probability of instabilities.
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Figure 4.21: Friction and laminarity

Important in this context is the question whether the LAM is predominantly a re-

production of the integral friction coefficient: assuming that a high friction value,

probably based on a friction interface with higher abrasive characteristic, and prob-

ably accompanied from more mechanical disruptions, would automatically lead to a

lower laminarity. If so, the information retrieved from the LAM would not reveal

new and independent characteristics of the dynamics.

For clarification, the LAM and the friction value, each averaged over each brake
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application, was computed for a comprehensive experiment, containing an entire

SAE2521 procedure with all modules.

It turned out that, contrariwise, the LAM and the overall friction value are not

associated; the results are illustrated in Figure 4.21. Obviously, in some sections the

laminarity follows the friction value 34 , in others its evolution moves oppositional.

4.5 Probability Density Distributions

Regarding the different scales the phenomena are located on, it has yielded that

the examinations on the basis of recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) (section

4.4.1) have reached their limit when all scales have been included. Even in the case

of a rather low dimensional embedding, for unfolding the phase space the compu-

tational costs already reached a remarkable amount. Firstly because of the high

sample rate necessary to allow observations on microscales and allocate the belong-

ing micro-mechanics, that has led to enormous high data volumes. And secondly,

in consideration of the slow macroscale-mechanics, thus longer time episodes: an

observation time of roughly 10 s, as a typical brake application duration, has led,

together with some data-overhead, to an allocated memory size of about 40MByte

which means approximately 80GByte of compressed data per experiment. For ex-

ample, a relatively simple parameter study regarding the laminarity estimation leads

to a considerable effective calculation time. On closer examination, then for this ex-

ample, a single data-block with length of 1000 samples spans a memory size of about

≈ 1GByte and applied 1e6 times for the entire experiment culminates in a computa-

tion time, even without overlapping of data windows, of weeks for each experiment

and just one parameter variation. With high-performance computers in parallel it

takes still multiple days.

Other approaches that have been relevant to identify the dynamics of friction and

wear in disk brakes on the basis of numerical simulations, have been completed by

applying movable cellular automata (MCA) [44, 48, 53] or finite element analysis

(FEA). Although the techniques have advanced significantly, the limitation of these

and other approaches lies in the complex conflation of the particle flow and its dy-

34 The friction value progression is quite typical for this kind of procedure, after establishing a nominal
value, it fluctuates according to the past history and the present load.
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namics on a microscale and, conversely and in combination, the necessary length

scale for the description of the entire system. A simple mapping or expanding up

to a macroscopic behavior seems likely to fail. And again, as indicated in previous

discussions, the description of the microscale-dynamics is still not available and thus

the assumptions of how the systems behave have often seemed weak concerning the

simulation of real systems, especially their long-term behavior.

These considerations have guided towards an alternative and rather more on a

stochastic methods based approach. Since the different length scales and their behav-

ior in particular have played a decisive role in preceding examinations, it appeared

to be meaningful to investigate the increments between the data samples for a de-

scription of the friction system. Then, the investigation of the distribution of these

increments on different scales, has significantly decreased the complexity and the

time required for computing and has therefore eliminated the restrictions due to the

high quantity of data.

Studies from other areas dealing with different scales and their distribution, e.g. wind

turbulences analyses, have described the characteristics of the air flow velocities on

small, meso and large scales. In this context, the wind turbulences on small scales

have been associated with statistics of anomalous large scale phenomena [57]. Further

examples of time series increment examinations have dealt with stochastic analyses

of the earth’s vertical velocity data time series 35 [36] and the behavior of the daily

increment distribution of the stock market index.

Accordingly, estimations of probability density functions (PDFs) that characterize

attributes of the brake friction vibration have been conducted and are portrayed

in the following. The distribution of discretely sampled but continuous random

variable leads to a histogram which represents a discontinuous probability density

distribution. The time series leads to the i-th acceleration increment ∆ai with

∆ai = ai+τ − ai, (4.16)

where τ is the given sample time. The acceleration increment series then yields

−−→
∆ai = (∆ai, ∆ai+τ , ∆ai+2τ , ... ,∆ai+nτ ). (4.17)

35 Investigations of fluctuations have reported on the correlation between the scale distribution transi-
tions of long-range characteristics and inspections shortly prior to an earth quake and has therefore
provided a precursor for earthquake detection.
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The following sum counts the total number of observations n falling into each of the

disjoint class with numbers k; the histogram then meets the following conditions:

n =
k∑
i=1

∆ai, with alj ≤ ∆ai ≤ auj (4.18)

and alj , a
u
j , (j = 1, 2, ..., k) as lower and upper class threshold. In general, the empir-

ical, discontinuous distribution can be approximated by a continuous PDF through

a kernel density estimator. However, for the reason that most measured values range

in the interval around the mean value, or else, categories with higher increments

contain data with only a few samples, continuous functions that have been applied

have not been suitable in terms of insufficient converging. And precisely because the

outliers have been of particular interest, the investigations have been limited to the

distribution histograms of empirical data and, what is more, the underlying intervals

have been kept small.

An example of a distribution of acceleration increments of a rather noisy pad for-

mulation is given in the semi-logarithmic Figure 4.22(a). The underlying data were

retrieved during a stop brake application with a brake pressure of 25 bar and pad

initial sliding velocity of ≈ 5.6m/s which is in accordance with a vehicle speed of

50 km/h. For comparative purpose, the curve is related to the standardized normal

distribution, represented by the red dotted line, with the same standard deviation

σ as the measured data. The calculation of this reference curve can be expressed as

follows

f
(
x, µ, σ2

)
=

1

σ
√

2π
exp−1

2

(
x− µ
σ

)2

, (4.19)

where σ2 is the variance, σ the standard deviation and µ themean or expectation. Ev-

idently, the experimental data are largely congruent with the standard distribution.

Most of the difference between both curves in the neighborhood of the lower ends

of the increment distribution is caused by smaller quantities of measured increments

which escalate the measurement and statistical errors.

In contrast, with the same brake parameters and the same load history, a different

pad formulation which has shown in general a low squeal noise propensity, demon-

strates a significantly different distribution in Figure 4.22(b): above |σ| & 2.3 the

measured distribution of increments is explicitly higher than the standard deviation

which means in other words, the amount of large acceleration increments is higher
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Figure 4.22: Experimental increment probability distribution of (a) pad
formulation A (noisy), (b) formulation B (quiet), (c) with
the same data as (b) but under-sampled, and (a, b, c, red
dotted) appropriate Gaussian distribution
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Figure 4.23: Detail of experimental probability density distribution of in-
crements (a) pad formulation A (noisy), (b) formulation B
(quiet) and (a, b; red dotted) appropriate Gaussian distribu-
tion

than the Gaussian propensity would propose. In parallel, because the standard dis-

tribution is aligned to the measured data by the same deviation, the propensity below

|σ| . 2.3 is lower than the distribution of the standard deviation. Figure 4.23(b)

displays this detail using another axes scaling. Similarly, Figure 4.23(a) displays the

deviation to the Gaussian distribution for the noisy formulation and small values.

In this case, the experimental data are aligned again with the standard distribution

as for larger values. Evidently, in case of the low-noise formulation, two distinct ac-

celeration ranges or scales are present: large increments occur relatively frequently,

compared with the Gaussian bell curve, and small oscillations are underrepresented,

in contrast. As already outlined in previous sections, the sampling rate plays an
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Figure 4.24: Increment probability distribution of a stop brake application
classified into separate sliding velocity classes with the given
vehicle velocity vv

important part in terms of the system identification. Figure 4.22(c) illustrates the

same data as in Figure 4.22(b) but with an under-sampled rate of ≈ 80 kHz. Again,

the characteristics which become evident at a sample rate of ≈ 230 kHz in Figure

4.22(b) are hidden in case of an inappropriate recording rate.

In the field of fluid mechanics, the alternation between phases of non-turbulent,

i.e. laminar motion, and turbulences is called intermittency. This scenario was

first described by Pomeau and Manneville [58] and termed intermittent transition to

turbulence in dissipative dynamical systems (see also section 4.4). An intermittent

mechanical system, hence, in this context, describes the characteristic of a nonlinear,

dynamic system with a basically regular sliding behavior which is interrupted by

short phases of chaotic dislocations.

The present distributions evidently feature the same characteristic: a high number of

small increments presenting longer phases of laminar flow on the one hand, only few

large increments on the other, hinting at very rarely occurring bursts. The nonlinear

chaotic characteristic of the sliding motion has already been revealed by the estima-

tion of a positive largest Lapunov exponent in section 4.3.3 and the intermittency

has been accordingly examined in more detail by the recurrence investigations in sec-

tion 4.4.1. Moreover, the non-normal distribution of the data supports the results,

as a non-Gaussian distribution often both hints at and is essential for intermittent

behavior.
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Additional to the techniques in previous sections, the analyses on the basis of PDFs

suggests the differentiation in multi-scale phenomena. Hence quite consequently,

further investigations concerning the time scale have been accomplished. Since the

friction surface dynamics are supposed to be somehow controlled by the sliding veloc-

ity, the division of the experimental observations in velocity classes seemed promis-

ing. Accordingly, the velocities 36 were split in velocity decelerations section of

v = 50 99K 33 km/h, v = 33 99K 16 km/h, and v = 16 99K 1 km/h 37 . A first ap-

proach that was undertaken, located the histogram edges at thresholds in such a

way that the number of samples were evenly distributed among the velocity-classes
38 . On one hand it did not change the results significantly, but on the other hand,

the edges and classes were not comparable between separate brake applications any

more. Consequently, the investigation has been completed with fixed velocity thresh-

olds as mentioned above. Figure 4.24 displays the distribution of the measured data

in relation to the velocity, again associated with the Gaussian distribution. Surpris-

ingly, the class containing the accelerations recorded at higher velocities is almost

distributed in accordance with the standard deviation and the class of slower veloc-

ities shows the highest amount of large increments.

In view of the fact that the noise propensity definitely increases with decreasing

velocity in general, this seems somehow contradictory to the previous findings that

rather quiet formulations lead to larger deviations from the normal distribution. Pos-

sibly, additional parameters not covered by the present work, impact the increment

distribution notably. Another consideration that helps to resolve the apparent con-

tradiction deals with each of the absolute value of the standard deviations: since

the actual calculations are normed to σ, its influence, regarding its absolute value,

becomes hidden. In view of the standard deviation range between different brake ap-

plication data of σmax/σmin > 6, additional future investigations appear necessary.

Since the conducted experiments do hardly supply sufficient data for stop braking

36 For practical purpose and to link the results to the application, the velocity indications apply to
the belonging vehicle speed and not the sliding velocity (Figure 4.24).

37 The data recording was finished at 1 km/h so that the large and abrupt accelerations emanated
from the stoppage did not distort the measurement.

38 The friction coefficient has been different in general between the pad formulations and is strongly
velocity related. Consequently, every single observations features a unique friction value. According
to the idea of evenly distributed quantities of data within the velocity classes among the experiments
themselves, the histogram edges would have had to be aligned individually.
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Figure 4.25: Increment distribution of a drag brake application

applications 39 , down to zero velocity, and with the same configurations excep-

tionalness without squeal in parallel for experiments under consideration, further

experiments, tuned to pronounce the connection between velocity and distribution,

are supposed to bring more light on this questioning.

However, with regard to low velocity drag brake applications that showed signif-

icantly smaller σ values, accordingly Figure 4.25 reflects the characteristics of the

increment distribution concerning steady braking without rotational velocity change.

The data are seemingly normally distributed in this case, regardless of the pad for-

mulation.

Following the examination of the data, a further characteristic of the friction in-

terface has been pronounced. Based on the development of distributions during the

experiments, the transformation of the friction interface has become apparent. What

the visual inspection of the very first brake applications in section 4.1.1 and the de-

lay vectors in section 4.3.1 already confirmed, namely, that the friction interface has

constituted rapidly from the very beginning of the sliding, the increment distribution

39 Due to the fact that vehicle brake squeal issues predominantly occur at small velocities, the attention
is focused on this range. Therefore most commonly, bench tests for noise investigations provide drag
brake applications by operating the brake against the drive train. The applied SAE2521 [11] is a
bench test designed for brake noise investigations. It comprises brake applications that do not end
at 0 km/h, stop and drag brake applications while the latter accounts for more than 75% of the
total brake applications. Even though the drag brake applications are rather rare in the technical
application, except in mountainous areas, they are known as being more critical in terms of searching
unwanted noise behavior.
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Figure 4.26: Increment probability distribution at the initiation of the re-
spective experiments, (a) step no.3, (b) step no.10, of three
different pad formulations, (1) quiet, (2) moderate noisy, (3)
noisy

substantiate these findings. The distributions of three pad formulations at the begin-

ning of a respective experiment are depicted in Figure 4.26. The upper graph holds

the observations at brake application number 3 in Figure 4.26(a) and number 10 in

Figure 4.26(b) 40 . While the increment distribution at the foremost point of time

and less sliding distance is definitely not normally distributed, the magenta colored

40 The numbers are consecutively numbered and refer to the international standard bench procedure
SAE2521 [11] in which both brake application 3 and 10 are in the section green or bedding with
decreasing appropriate vehicle velocity from v = 80 km/h to v = 30 km/h.
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Figure 4.27: Measure δ to indicate deviation between experimental data
and Gaussian distribution

curve in the lower picture, representing an instant of time with higher covered sliding

distance, by contrast already tends towards the Gaussian curve. Not surprisingly,

the magenta colored line represents a noisy pad formulation which mostly fits later

in the experiment, and after a large sliding distance, the dotted red line. Thus, it

becomes normal distributed.

In turbulence investigations fit functions are rather commonly used to describe and

convert the discontinuous increment distributions into a continuous PDF. Whereas in

case of the present data, the parameters that control the increment distribution and

their quantification are unknown, another method has been applied in the current

context. The measure δ was introduced which describes the deviation between the

experimental data and the Gaussian curve at a fixed distance from the mean value.

Therefore, the measured data were piecewise linearized and then simply the absolute

value of the deviation to the normal distribution has been calculated by

δ =

∣∣∣∣∣ 1

σ
√

2π
exp−1

2

(
x− µ
σ

)2

− ylin(t)

∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.20)

where σ is the standard deviation, µ the mean or expectation, ylin the linearized data,

t the threshold and δ the introduced measure. The principle is illustrated in Figure

4.27. The measure is useful for describing the friction interface conditions through

a singular value, either for entire brake applications (averaging) or for data frag-

ments. To characterize the development of the deviation during a brake application,
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Figure 4.28: Stop brake application examples (a) and (b), measure σ (red),
friction coefficient (blue) and velocity (black) over time, ve-
locity as corresponding vehicle speed

segmentally calculated δ - values were applied to two different brake applications, de-

picted in Figure 4.28. In both the upper and the lower figure stop brake applications

were examined, initial corresponding vehicle velocity (black curve) was 50 km/h, de-

creasing during braking to near 0 km/h. The blue line gives each the global friction

coefficient, respectively. Figure 4.28(b) confirms as generally expected a moderately

rising friction with decreasing velocity. Figure 4.28(a) in contrast displays a rather
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uncommon behavior. The friction value initially increases at the beginning of the

brake application but later, after some seconds and a corresponding sliding distance,

decreases with the turnaround at a velocity of approximately 7 km/h.

Notwithstanding this difference concerning the global friction, the δ - value shows in

either instance a similar characteristic. In a first approximation the curves exhibit

a rather exponential progression, but much more meaningful is the strong increase

above about 10 km/h. This velocity value is considered to somehow prove a threshold
41 at which a brake system is supposed to substantially ramp up its noise propensity.

It appears that, the introduced value δ is a direct attribute linked to the probability

of the friction interface to promote the system in transitioning to an instability. Even

more remarkable is the fact that this is seemingly separate from the development of

the friction value. Obviously, the foregoing evaluation suggests, that the intermit-

tent behavior of the friction contact mechanics, which is indirectly expressed by the

attribute δ, is correlated with the friction dynamics tendency to trigger brake squeal.

41 The given vehicle velocity threshold is somewhat weak in terms of the actual sliding speed of the
brake pad which depends on the brake system geometry. But it reflect a good approximation of the
velocity at which brake systems typically exhibit a behavior turnaround. Brake squeal at higher
velocities is almost never an issue.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Perspective

In the preceding chapters, friction interface dynamics with specific regard to brake

squeal generation has been analyzed. The initial point was the implementation of

experiments, whereby the object of study, the friction contact mechanics, has been a

mechanical subsystem of a commercial vehicle brake, assembled on a dynamometer.

The following investigations have been accomplished:

• friction surface examination

◦ visual inspection

◦ topographical imaging

◦ roughness estimation

◦ friction film investigations

• vibration data

◦ linear spectral analyses

◦ nonlinear time series analyses

∗ estimation of dimension

∗ Lyapunov exponent estimation

∗ recurrence analyses

∗ recurrence quantification analyses

◦ probability density distributions

At the beginning, analyses of the brake pad and disk surfaces revealed the importance

of vibration sampling rates in the ultrasonic range to cover the friction interface dy-

namics, which evidently belong to a microscale. Additionally, physical and chemical

transformations of the friction interface during the experiments have been discov-

ered, showing clearly that even when the alteration is quite smooth from one brake
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application to the next however, all of the brake applications have been unique con-

cerning the surface topologies and the friction film coating on the disk. This picture

was also supported by the spectral analyses of the vibration data in non-squealing

condition which illustrated the conversion over time and from one brake application

to subsequent brake applications, even though the spectral distribution seems to be

quite steady on time scales of seconds. By means of zooming time-wise into the me-

chanics through increasing the time resolution of the vibration data and on the basis

of recurrence analyses, an intermittent behavior on smaller time scales has become

obvious. The intermittency was in particular represented by longer laminar phases

which have been seemingly randomly and abruptly disrupted by vibration bursts,

whereby the bursts themselves proved a general short duration and afterwards were

again replaced by laminar phases, and so forth. This is in contradiction to the

widespread assumption, that the sliding motion without squeal ought to be a stable

equilibrium point and thus would be stationary [55, 43]. Instead, the estimation of

the largest Lyapunov exponent has shown signatures of chaos also during seemingly

steady sliding, definitely without squeal occurrence or other large scale periodic mo-

tion. In contrast to the generally idea that a (squealing) limit-cycle appears due to

an instability of a steady sliding state [24], i.e. a fixed point in terms of dynamical

systems, the present analysis rather suggests a different point of departure: the state

that is assumed to equal steady sliding shows characteristics of chaotic dynamics,

and further, that the transition between quiet steady sliding and audible squeal is

the generation of a limit-cycle from a state bearing strong characteristics of chaos.

Other just recently submitted investigations dealing with brake dynamics during

non-squealing condition and brake squeal, following the traditional thinking, have

been suggested by Oberst and Lai [46]. Based on experimental data they have pro-

posed that the analyzed steady sliding results as a static equilibrium solution. This

is not in contradiction to the findings of the present work. Several experiments as

part of this study have proven that the deterministic chaotic behavior of the friction

interface dynamics becomes hidden when the information of the microscale struc-

tures is neglected. This has been mainly the case in the considered previous studies,

experimental records obviously have not been expanded in the ultrasonic range.

In contrast, the present findings rather suggest that small and smallest scale mechan-

ics of the friction interface, formed, among others, by wear particles of indeterminable

quantity and unknown passive and active degrees of freedom, move in non-squealing

condition in sum as a chaotic deterministic mechanical system. This definitely does

not equal an equilibrium or steady sliding. In a more far sense this observation corre-
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sponds with other findings in the context of surface dynamics in steady sliding [6, 52].

Regarding the squealing state conversely, in the present study irregular, chaotic

squealing has not been detected. The suggestion of Oberst and Lai [47], that the

squealing state itself inherits chaotic behavior, is not supported by the present eval-

uations. Whilst the scaling region pointing to a positive Lyapunov exponent became

markedly smaller when transitioning from chaotic non-squealing vibration to the

onset of squeal, and then, when squeal has set in, the scaling range disappeared.

When analyzing this ‘come within reach of squeal’ for several transitions, evidently,

the length of the scaling range continuously decreased when the system came closer

to the squealing state. Squealing and non-squealing states thus differ extensively

regarding their largest Lyapunov exponents: the non-squealing state has a positive

exponent pointing towards underlying chaotic dynamics, while the squealing state

does not exhibit positive exponents. The seeming contradiction can again be derived

from the difference of the underlying data. The present conclusions have been ob-

tained from records with high detailed temporal (thus spatial) resolutions, clearly

pointing out the necessity of including microscales to discover the small-scale dynam-

ics. The Lyapunov coefficient estimation and also other investigations of the present

work, even with much different approaches and techniques, have revealed the same

fact: the assignment of a sufficient large enough sample rate is crucial. The attempt

of a phase space reconstruction with a sampling rate too low has therefore failed.

Additionally, the estimated largest Lapunov exponent is only positive for firstly, a

significant duration within the time series and secondly, for a record frequency con-

siderably above 100 kHz, below no clear scaling range appears.

Beyond a squeal regime with chaotic characteristics, Oberst and Lai [46] have addi-

tionally found that squeal is also possible without presence of chaos. But simulta-

neously they admit, that this estimation might also be the consequence of too fast

processes which their experimental equipment would not have allowed to observe.

This does rather not provide a satisfying answer to harmonize the findings, instead

it outlines again the impact of small scales. As undersized acquisition resolution

tends to mask phenomena at the involved scales, further investigations with possibly

even higher sampling rates ought definitely to shed more light on open inconsisten-

cies and to promote defining a minimum sufficient scale.

While the phase space reconstruction and the Lyapunov coefficient characteristics of

non-squealing states indicate the presence of a strange attractor in phase space, the
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estimation of a suitable embedding dimension has revealed that the attractor features

only low dimensionality. Seemingly, parts of the friction interface, e.g. wear particles

that are connected with each other in a specific way, may couple synchronous and

form the entire mechanical system. This leads then obviously to a low number of ac-

tive dimensions regarding the complete friction interface system on the macroscopic

scale. Analogous to these results, patch synchronization mechanisms of friction inter-

face patches have been already suggest by Dombek and Ostermeyer [15]. However,

their concept has been mainly specified for the initiation of the squealing mechanism

which emerges from the dynamical interaction of the friction partners.

Furthermore, the phase space reconstruction of a friction couple that exhibited a

generally high squeal propensity, has demonstrated an additional decrease of the es-

timated active dimensions. The smaller number of active dimensions thus obviously

leads, when viewed in a stochastic light, to a higher propensity that the system tran-

sitions from (quiet) low-dimensional chaotic dynamics to a limit cycle. Apparently,

the condition of the friction contact and the alternation of the friction interface in-

fluences the characteristics of the friction dynamics, e. g. changes the dimension of

the underlying mechanical system. In any case, it remains a system with a remark-

able low number of dimensions. Concerning the estimation of dimensionality, it has

been seen from the results that the deterministic approach works surprisingly well,

stochastic processes seem to play only a tangential role. Therefore, the incorpora-

tion of stochastic aspects in the phase space reconstruction has remained open for

possible future studies.

In recognition of the results regarding the recurrence in phase space and the inter-

mittent behavior of the laminar sliding, the analyses have been extended on the basis

of further time series data characterization with attributes of the recurrence quantifi-

cation analysis (RQA). At this, the investigations in particular have been based on

well established measures: the laminarity and the trapping time 1 [41]. Therefore,

three different experiments on a relatively large time scale of a couple of hours or

approximately 250 brake applications have been executed. Three distinct pad formu-

lations have been applied, different in particular regarding their squeal propensities.

The evaluation has made evident that the laminarity significantly corresponds to the

1 The laminarity corresponds with the amount of laminar phases, characterized by only minor phase
changes below a certain threshold and the trapping time measures the average duration of the
laminar phases, i. e. how long the system remains in a specific state.
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squeal propensity in the way that the larger the laminarity, the less squeal occurs.

Surprisingly, this has been already observed from the very beginning of the experi-

ments, respectively. Even on smaller time scales of seconds, a decreasing laminarity

and trapping time during a brake application matched with an upcoming noise event.

This denotes in other words that the small scale friction interface dynamics controls

the noise behavior of the overall system, and is, what is new so far, measurable.

Furthermore and rather remarkable in this context is the fact that the laminarity

appears to be independent from the overall friction value. Generally suggestions (e.g.

[26]) that have claimed that the friction level (of the entire friction surfaces, thus

the complete pad contour, not local friction) is the main trigger for friction induced

vibrations because mode-coupling occurs beyond a certain threshold. Obviously, this

expectation has to be extended. Certainly, as a basic principle, higher friction coef-

ficients lead to higher noise propensity, but, as shown in the present work, the small

scale dynamics definitely have to be taken into account as well.

Regarding the intermittent behavior of the vibration during sliding, identified by the

investigations so far, a further and different approach to substantiate the findings

has proven to be appropriate. Firstly, as a non-Gaussian probability density distri-

bution is an indication of intermittency [13], the time series data should manifest

a deviation from the normal distribution. Secondly, since the statistics of velocity

increments in (wind-) turbulence (as an example) is found not to be Gaussian as well

[57, 13], the dynamics in the friction interface were supposed to exhibit similarities

with turbulent flows. Consequently, the increment distributions of the time series

vibration data of the sliding pad have been analyzed with respect to the Gaussian

distribution on different scales, respectively. It has turned out that basically, the

increment distributions deviate from the normal probability curve. This is a hint to

the intermittent character of motion. In more detail, the deviation on small scales is

negative which means that small increments and events are underrepresented in the

experimental data, with respect to white noise, and large increments are much more

often observable.

But moreover and rather surprisingly, the deviation between experimental distribu-

tion and the bell-shaped curve seems to be a measure for the trend of the noise

propensity of the pad formulation. Since formulations known to be rather noisy pos-

sess an increment distribution which is nearly congruent with a white noise distribu-

tion curve, in contrast, quiet formulations demonstrate characteristics significantly

dissimilar in comparison with the Gaussian curve. Even when it does not look like

complying with previous results, it actually is in congruence with the findings of the
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RQA, namely, that small increments refer rather to laminar phases and large incre-

ments correspond with the intermittent bursts or disruptions of motion in the friction

interface. In this context, it must be taken into consideration that the concept of the

laminarity is unlike the idea of counting and classifying increments: the laminarity

counts the number or ratio of laminar phases in which the distance in phase space

stays below a certain threshold. This certainly says nothing about the magnitude

of possible bursts in between. In other words, the presence of extreme disruptions

which form the tails of the increment distribution curves does not contradict the

characteristic of laminar phases of motion. Surprisingly, the presence of disruptions

obviously retards the system in generating self-induced vibrations. The mechanism

probably inherits similarities to well known inhibitors applied in the same matter

but with a different technique: squealing brake pads which are exposed in an ap-

propriate way to narrow-banded structure-born noise, become quiet [66]. Obviously,

this is analogues to the present study in which extreme but short events within a

rather laminar movement impede the dynamics to transit from chaotic motion to

limit cycles, and thus squeal.

In conformance with the remarks regarding the independence between the laminarity

and the overall friction coefficient, the deviation from the Gaussian distribution and

the friction is also not linked. Contrariwise, to a greater degree and rather remark-

ably, the relative value of deviation is almost directly following the general noise

propensity regarding the velocity dependence. Since the typical noise emitting vehi-

cle velocity range is known to be, very roughly and based on experience only, below

10 km/h, the deviation from the normal distribution behaves proportional on this and

increases exponentially, similar to the rather ‘universal’ noise tendency. This is in

that sense new that noise propensity has not been measurable yet. Consequently, the

possibility of determining noise propensities of brakes even in non-squealing condition

shows potential and might promote brake noise refinement and instability prediction.

Additionally, it might help to accelerate the development of noise free brakes in the

automotive industry and possibly could assist to overcome today’s practice: the prin-

ciple of trial and error, beside heuristic knowledge, has still remained rather common.

In summary, the discussed approaches ought firstly to provide a further fragment

to the general understanding of friction mechanics and are supposed to give some

new answers to the fundamental questions. And secondly, with a more in particular

focused view on friction induced vibrations and noise propensity, tools for character-

izing and identifying the friction mechanics and their tendency to lead to instabilities,
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have been presented. Even though the experimental elaborations cover a particular

brake application and therefore might not be generalized in a too comprehensive

sense, nevertheless these first findings in the field of deterministic friction vibration

seem to be quite promising. Further investigations on this path that are capable

to close the above discussed uncertainties and knowledge gaps, would definitely be

meaningful.
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Irregular friction brake vibration data have 
been collected with sampling rates above 
200 kHz. Recurrence analyses of the mea-
sured time series indicated that irregular 
vibration states of friction brakes in non-
squealing condition are strongly domina-
ted by intermittency phenomena.

Hereby, space reconstructions suggest 
that this intermittency is predominantly con-
trolled by low-dimensional irregular chaotic 
dynamics than by high-dimensional stochas-
tic processes. Correlations between the bra-
ke squeal propensity and measures of recur-
rence quantifi cation analysis and probability 
density distribution of acceleration incre-
ments have been revealed.
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